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REVIEW ESSAY

Quentin Skinner and Hobbes’s Artificial Person of the State
Redux

From humanism to Hobbes: studies in rhetoric and politics, by Quentin Skinner,
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 1/31/2018 (paperback), ISBN: 9781107569362

ABSTRACT
Quentin Skinner’s breakthrough thesis in From Humanism to Hobbes
is to trace the immediate context for Hobbes’s treatment in
Leviathan of the person of the state as artificial (the seat of power)
to the parliamentary pamphlets produced since De cive (1642),
and partly in response to it. If, instead of allowing Hobbes to
metonymize the long history of the birth of the modern state – of
which he was such an important part – we take Skinner’s cue and
treat him, more plausibly, as a theorist engaged in the
constitutional debates that surrounded him, then it is incumbent
on us to undertake a content analysis, not only of the
parliamentary debates, but also of the case law, of his day.
Hobbes is uniquely important, just because he did, fortuitously
perhaps, arrive at a formulation of the ‘artificial person of the
state’ that has endured. The form in which it has endured, as ‘the
office of the Crown’, is probably not due to Hobbes, but in spite
of him. But because the Crown is, in some sense, the first
principle of the unwritten constitution of the United Kingdom and
of the Commonwealth, it is of considerable importance in the
current constitutional crisis induced by Brexit.
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1. The Runciman-Skinner debate on Hobbes’s artificial person of the state

Frederic William Maitland (1850–1906), the great nineteenth century Cambridge professor of
jurisprudence, had a dry wit and liked to observe the law of precedence in his own way, by
putting his more contentious opinions into the mouths of others. So, he began his famous
essay, ‘The Crown as Corporation’, by quoting from Sir Frederick Pollock (1845–1937), his
predecessor and collaborator in the University of Cambridge, who in his First Book of Jurispru-
dence for Students of the Common Law wrote:

The greatest of artificial persons, politically speaking, is the State. But it depends on the legal
institutions and forms of every commonwealth whether and how far the State or its titular
head is officially treated as an artificial person. In England we now say that the Crown is a
corporation: it was certainly not so when the king’s peace died with him, and ‘every man
that could forthwith robbed another.’1

Here Pollock’s formulation of the problem of the ‘artificial person of the state’ makes a nod to
Hobbes, the threat of civil war and return to the state of nature that the regicide posed.

Similarly, Maitland’s opener to his earlier essay on ‘The Corporation Sole’, quotes Sir Fre-
derick Pollock, Principles of Contract, with an hilariously reductive account of artificial
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persons, which foreshadows Maitland’s own scepticism about this particular formulation of
the ‘artificial person’ of the state:

[Pollock] speaks of ‘the Roman invention, adopted and largely developed in modern systems
of law, of constituting the official character of the holders for the time being of the same
office, or the common interest of the persons who for the time being are adventurers in
the same undertaking, into an artificial person or ideal subject of legal capacities and
duties.’ There follows a comparison which is luminous, even though some would say that
it suggests doubts touching the soundness of the theory that is being expounded. ‘If it is
allowable to illustrate one fiction by another, we may say that the artificial person is a ficti-
tious substance conceived as supporting legal attributes.’2

Maitland goes on to note:

It will not be news to readers of this journal that there are nowadays many who think that the
personality of the corporation aggregate is in no sense and no sort artificial or fictitious, but is
every whit as real and natural as is the personality of a man;

observing that this opinion, ‘if it was at one time distinctive of a certain school of Germanists’
(referencing ‘Dr Otto Gierke, of Berlin’, as its principal upholder), ‘has now been adopted by
some learned Romanists, and also has found champions in France and Italy’:

Its advocates, if they troubled themselves with our affairs, would claim many rules of English
law as evidence that favours their doctrine and as protests against what they call ‘the Fiction
Theory.’ They would also tell us that a good deal of harm was done when, at the end of the
Middle Ages, our common lawyers took over that theory from the canonists and tried,
though often in a half-hearted way, to impose it upon the traditional English materials.3

Maitland was himself was on record in ‘The Crown as Corporation’ (246–7), as declaring:

But English lawyers were not good at work of this kind; they liked their persons to be real, and
what we have seen of the parochial glebe has shown us that even the church (ecclesia parti-
cularis) was not for them [247] a person. As to the king, in all the Year Books I have seen very
little said of him that was not meant to be strictly and literally true of a man, of an Edward or
a Henry.4

Maitland (‘The Crown as Corporation’, 247) goes on to describe a pictorial representation of
the crown as corporation that might well be a description of the frontispiece to Hobbes’s
Leviathan:

Then, on the other hand, medieval thought conceived the nation as a community and pic-
tured it as a body of which the king was the head. It resembled those smaller bodies
which it comprised and of which it was in some sort composed. What we should regard
as the contrast between State and Corporation was hardly visible.

Indeed, Maitland did have Hobbes’s Leviathan precisely in mind, confessing (‘The Crown as
Corporation’, 248–9):

The frontispiece of the Leviathan is already before our eyes. But, as for Hobbes, so also for
King Henry, the personality of the corporate body is concentrated in and absorbed by the
personality of its monarchical head. His reign was not the time when the king’s lands
could be severed from the nation’s [249] lands, the king’s wealth from the common
wealth, or even the king’s power from the power of the State. The idea of a corporation
sole which was being prepared in the ecclesiastical sphere might do good service here.
Were not all Englishmen incorporated in King Henry? Were not his acts and deeds the
acts and deeds of that body politic which was both Realm and Church?
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In fact, Maitland considered the doctrine of ‘the King’s Two Bodies’, arrant nonsense, declar-
ing (‘The Crown as Corporation’, 249):5

In Plowden’s reports of these cases we may find much curious argumentation about the
king’s two ‘bodies,’ and I do not know where to look in the whole series of our law books
for so marvellous a display of metaphysical – or we might say metaphysiological – nonsense.

Kantorowicz’ classic work, The King’s Two Bodies, had not yet been written when Maitland
was writing, of course. But if it had, I think his objections might have been even stronger.6

And if Maitland was scathing about the doctrines of ‘the king’s two bodies’ and the ‘corpor-
ation sole’, he was hardly more respectful of the Crown as such, referring to it variously, as
‘that “metaphor kept in the Tower”, as Tom Paine called it’;7 ‘a chattel now lying in the
Tower and partaking (so it is said [by Coke]) of the nature of an heirloom’;8 or, to quote
von Gierke, ‘the “Subject” (or subjectified object) that lies in the Jewel House of the
Tower’.9 Maitland even undertakes to issue a warning to his Cambridge students on the
dangers of the Crown:10

There is one term against which I wish to warn you, and that is ‘the crown’. You will certainly
read the crown does this and the crown does that. As a matter of fact we know that the crown
does nothing but lie in the Tower of London to be gazed at by sight-seers. No, the crown is a
convenient cover for ignorance: it saves us from difficult questions.

Doubts Maitland raises about the crown as corporation have been expressed ever since
Thomas Hobbes arrived, fortuitously it seems, at the definition of the modern state as an ‘artifi-
ciall person’. Doubts, I suggest, that Hobbes may have shared, but which have not stood in the
way of a definition that continues to be widely endorsed by historians of philosophy, political
theorists, legal theorists, and even state actors. No one has done more to chart the development
of Hobbes’s theory of the state – as writers in all these categories acknowledge – than Quentin
Skinner. He and David Runciman began their debate, one of the finest based on textual analy-
sis in recent Hobbes scholarship, beginning with Skinner’s critique, ‘Hobbes on the Purely
Artificial Person of the State’ (1999), of chapter 2, ‘Hobbes and the person of the common-
wealth’, of Runciman’s book Pluralism and the Personality of the State (1997); Runciman
answered with, ‘What Kind of Person is Hobbes’s State? Reply to Skinner’ (2002), to which
Skinner replied with two further instalments, ‘Hobbes on Representation’ (2005) and ‘A Gen-
ealogy of the Modern State’ (2009).

In From Humanism to Hobbes, Skinner’s most recent book, he revises and re-presents these
three seminal essays as chapters 2, 9 and 12, respectively,11 to further answer, and in some
cases accommodate, the responses of his critics. For, more have joined the fray, most recently,
Monica Brito Vieira (2009), Marko Simendic (2012), Robin Douglass (2014), Sean Fleming
(2017), and Luka Ribarević (2017).12 Looking again at their texts, and looking again at
Hobbes’s texts, it strikes me that there are certain anomalies in Hobbes’s accounts, that are
hard to explain away, were he the careful reader of the relevant juridical and philosophical
texts that his commentators suppose. And while textual analysis can diagnose problems, it
can rarely solve them, or they would not be real problems. In Hobbes, we have a particularly
difficult case, given that for as long as we have known him he was by inclination reticent about
his sources, and in late career, by a deliberate act had destroyed many of his papers to evade
prosecution for blasphemy. As a consequence, while there are sometimes clear markers as to
his sources, for the most part we are left making educated guesses as to they might be, given the
range that was open to him.

None of this would be a burning issue, were it not for the fact that Hobbes appears to have
alighted on an early formulation for the modern state that has endured, governing legal and
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constitutional debates as Britain developed from nation state to empire, and as it faces post-
imperial constitutional dilemmas to this day – so, with implications for Brexit. It is with
some trepidation that I enter the field of Hobbes’s theories of representation, personation,
fictive persons and the artificial person of the state, but I do so precisely because, faced with
Brexit, it is not of merely academic interest but raises comparable constitutional issues to
those of Hobbes’s day. It is these constitutional issues and the associated jurisprudence,
with which I believe Hobbes was familiar, on which I will focus to show that it is only by
taking account of the legal context, and not just the treatises, but the case law and statutes
of Hobbes’s day, that we can unravel some of the riddles of his theory of the state.

The Tudor-Stuart period is renowned as being one of the most legally minded, and litigious
periods in early modern history, seeing prodigious growth in the common law and the number
of lawyers, prompted at least in part by the legal consequences of the Reformation and the
necessity to disentangle England from the Continental system of offices13 – which it might
be required to do again if Brexit passes. At the same time this period saw a high degree of syn-
cretism, as common lawyers, remarkably erudite, and often of an antiquarian bent, had incor-
porated Roman Law and Canon Law principles where it suited their purposes, something upon
which modern legal theorists comment. To the degree that Hobbes echoes Roman Law
language, and even the language of glossators such as Bartolus, this too, I suggest, could be
derived from contemporary sources, especially the French, steeped in this tradition – the
Hardwick Hall Library, for which we have Hobbes’s book lists, and which we can assume to
be his major resource, is as interesting for what it does not hold as for what it holds: so, the
Corpus Juris Civilis, but no glossators or postglossators, no Baldus, Bartolus, Bracton, or For-
tescue; but extensive holdings of Francis Bacon, Hobbes’s mentor, the Tudor Plowden’s
Reports (1571), Littleton’s Tenures (1481), and plenty of Coke, contemporary Statutes, and
the works of the Monarchomachs.

As another example of how syncretism works, it is not surprising, perhaps, given the long
afterlife of these cases as common law precedents and the critical role of the office of the crown
in modern British jurisprudence, that it is often North American and Antipodean common
lawyers who have contributed most to modern theory of ‘the artificial person of the state’.
Because former colonies experienced the Crown differently from the mother country, it is
further not surprising that some of the outstanding work has been done by specialists in jur-
isprudence and constitutional law from Canada, like Professors David Dyzenhaus (2009, 2010,
2012) and Evan Fox-Decent (2011); from New Zealand, like Professor Janet McLean (2012);
and from Australia, like Professors Cheryl Saunders (2015), Anne Twomey (2018), and Dr.
Jason Allen (2018).14 Many of these legal specialists are acquainted with the work of political
theorists and historians like Quentin Skinner, David Runciman, Richard Tuck, and others, but
are able to contextualize Hobbes’s theory of the state in terms of the jurisprudence and the
structure of offices of his day, which few political theorists until recently have ventured to do.15

Curiously, in Hobbes’s ‘artificial’ person of the state we have an instance, I believe, where
Skinner has capitulated to his critics (in this case Runciman) too soon. For ‘artificial’ person of
the state is precisely the term that Hobbes uses – I take Skinner’s term ‘truly artificial’ person to
be simply a gloss – as well as being the term that is most used by lawyers and political theorists
who have endorsed Hobbes’s theories ever since. Moreover, there are compelling philosophical
reasons why Hobbes cannot subscribe to ‘fictive’ persons (Runciman’s preferred term), given
his emphatic rejection of incorporeal bodies, and in particular scholastic notions of the ‘corpus
mysticum’ in terms of which the powers of the church, the religious orders and the universities
were articulated from the late Middle Ages on. As Hobbes explicitly states in his answer to
Bramhall, Liberty, Necessity and Chance (xiv, EW v, 191): ‘a person is an intelligent substance’,
which would seem to rule out any fictive persons.
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Skinner is indeed right to stress the humanist rhetorical tradition exemplified by Cicero, as
the provenance of Hobbes’s ‘artificial person’ of the state. For, that there could be persons in
the law, according to the fiction perpetrated by Cicero with his boast that in the courtroom he
could ‘beare three Persons; my own, my Adversaries, and the Judges’, did not require of
Hobbes a new ontology of persons; but rather a theory of personation that was compatible
with his corporeal metaphysics. And, as we shall see, if he had to go to the law courts and
even the theatre for his model, he found it! For, it follows, Hobbes maintains, that this legal
person ‘is called in diverse occasions, diversly; as a Representer,[81] or Representative, a Lieu-
tenant, a Vicar, an Attorney, a Deputy, a Procurator, an Actor, and the like’.16 What we have
here is not a proliferation of persons, but a system of offices and, in the event, Hobbes came up
with a pioneering study of ‘social ontology’, as it is now known,17 that can be reconstructed
visually as a decision tree of representers and representatives, as Sean Fleming has convin-
cingly presented to us.18

But this is not the route Skinner and Runciman take, rather attributing to Hobbes a moral
theory of persons. One of the reasons, I suspect, for Skinner and Runciman to venture down
the path of moral philosophy – which requires a different ontology from ‘persons in the law’ –
may be that Hobbes’s ‘person of the state’ was first addressed by Skinner, in the context of his
commemoration of Martin Hollis, a philosopher of mind. Quentin Skinner begins his famous
Martin Hollis Memorial Lecture of 1999 on ‘Hobbes and the Purely Artificial Person of the
State’ with the thesis that:

[Hobbes’s] distinctive and highly influential approach to the question of how it is possible for
a state – or any other abstraction or collectivity – to perform actions and take responsibility
for the consequences… . depends on making sense of what he describes as the class of attrib-
uted actions.19

Referring to Leviathan Chapter XVI: ‘Of Persons, Authors, and things Personated’, where
Hobbes first develops the thesis, not to be found in his earlier treatises, The Elements of
Law (1640) or De cive (1642), Skinner declares that:

[Hobbes’s] proposed solution (already implicit in his title) is impressively, if deceptively
straightforward. It is possible, he argues, for an action genuinely to be attributed to a collec-
tivity – or to an abstraction or even a thing – provided that one condition is met. The agent to
whom the action is attributed must be represented by another agent who can validly claim to
be ‘personating’ the first by way of acting on their behalf. (Skinner, 3–4)

In fact, in this, perhaps the most extraordinary chapter of Leviathan, Hobbes does not use the
terms ‘abstraction’, ‘collectivity’ ‘responsibility’, or ‘agent’, much less the term ‘class of attrib-
uted action’. It would certainly be a lot easier for us if he had. Personally, I do not believe that
Hobbes gave a fig for ‘the class of attributed actions’, if he even thought of it as such, which I
doubt, being a preoccupation of modern philosophers of mind, and not seventeenth century
theorists of sovereignty. Hobbes’s interest in personation and representation did not extend
to the question of moral responsibility in general, but only to the narrower question of cove-
nanting, contracting and who could make a valid social contract; a specificity that appeals to
lawyers to this day. The terms that do appear and reappear are not ‘agency’ and ‘responsibility’,
but rather ‘representing’, ‘misrepresenting’ and ‘counterfeiting’, because Hobbes is of course
challenging seventeenth century parliamentarians who subscribed to biblical models of cove-
nanting, on the model of the Old Testament covenant between God and Moses, and between
God and the Israelites as chosen people. Models that Hobbes was concerned to show were
inappropriately used.

Runciman nevertheless follows down Skinner’s path, claiming the famous chapter XVI of
Leviathan, to quote his opening words, to be ‘[t]he fullest account Hobbes gives of what it
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means to be a person’,20 going on to paraphrase, or ‘translate’, as he puts it, Hobbes’s famous
claims about what it means to be a person into ordinary language terms. Hobbes begins:

[1] A Person, is he, whose words or actions are considered, either as his own, or as represent-
ing the words or actions of an other man, or of any other thing to whom they are attributed,
whether Truly or by Fiction.

This ‘translates’ according to Runciman in the following way:

(1) To be a person is to be capable of speech and action. This speech and action is of a kind as
to raise the question of ‘ownership,’ that is, the question of ‘who owns up’ or take respon-
sibility for the things said and done.

Runciman continues in this vein (‘Reply to Skinner’, 269):

(2) Some persons take responsibility for words and deeds they perform themselves; they are
considered to ‘own’ what they say and so

(3) Other persons perform words and deeds for which they do not themselves take responsi-
bility; instead, they are representing the words or actions of others, and it is these others
who ‘own’ what their representatives say and do. The owners of the words and deeds of
other persons can be either ‘men’ or ‘things’

By now, with the caveat that ‘[t]he owners of the words and deeds of other persons can be
either “men” or “things”’, it should be clear to Runciman that Hobbes was giving no ‘ordinary
language’ account of a person, but rather he was discussing the nature of a legal person where,
both in the seventeenth century and still today, it remains true that, to quote Runciman’s
further itemization (‘Reply to Skinner’, 269):

(4) Some representatives ‘truly’ represent the owners of their actions; other representatives
merely represent these owners ‘by fiction’.

(5) When a person speaks or acts for himself, he is called a ‘natural person’.
(6) When a person speaks or acts for another (whether man or thing, whether truly or by

fiction), he is called a ‘feigned or artificial person’.

Runciman notes that ‘three key distinctions emerge from this complex and subtle
definition’: ‘First, among “men and things”, there is a distinction between persons and non-
persons’, which he translates as meaning ‘to be a person is to speak and act in such a way
as to require others to consider who you are speaking and acting for; if such consideration
does not arise, you cannot be said to be a person’ (‘Reply to Skinner’, 269). But, let it be
said; such a consideration arises only in a court of law. In everyday life, people who cannot
distinguish between persons and non-persons are literally certifiable! Ditto for distinction two:

Second, among all persons, there is a distinction beween ‘natural’ persons and ‘feigned or
artificial’ persons: natural persons speak for themselves; feigned or artificial persons speak
for or ‘represent’ someone or something else.

Well now, ‘among all persons’ these distinctions between ‘natural’ and ‘feigned or artificial’
persons certainly do not apply – even if we assume Runciman to be speaking for Hobbes.
There are cultures and legal systems, presumably, where they do not apply at all; but
among persons in the law in the Western legal tradition, where this archaic language is some-
times still in use, they do apply. The same for distinction three (‘Reply to Skinner’, 269–70):
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Third, among all feigned or artificial persons there is a distinction between those who rep-
resent others ‘truly’ and those who represent others ‘by fiction’: the former are those
whose words and actions are truly owned by those whom they represent (that is, by
persons who can truly ‘own up’); the latter are those whose words or actions are not truly
owned by those whom they represent (and cannot therefore truly ‘own up’). As examples
of representation by fiction Hobbes offers those of inanimate things such as hospitals and
bridges, of irresponsible human beings such as children and madmen, and of figments
such as gods and idols. To summarise: the world can be divided into persons and non-
persons; persons can be divided into natural persons and artificial persons; artificial
persons can be divided into those who represent truly, and those who represent by fiction.

The paraphrase ‘own up’, an addition which Runciman takes from Hanna Pitkin’s famous
article on ‘Hobbes on Representation’,21 is in fact not helpful, because it seems to suggest
that the owner must ‘front up’, which in most of these cases is precisely what she cannot
do. This is because most cases of representation ‘by fiction’ concern issues of guardianship
where, in the case of hospitals and bridges, there is no ‘natural person’; and where, in the
cases of children, fools and madmen, the ‘natural persons’ are not competent.

Extraordinarily, Runciman claims (‘Reply to Skinner’, 270) that out of his taxonomy of
‘persons and non-persons’, ‘natural persons and artificial persons’, ‘those who represent
truly, and those who represent by fiction’, it is ‘the initial distinction between persons and
non-persons’ that ‘Skinner does not recognise’. And why? Because Skinner ‘argues that a
person in Hobbes’s terms is anyone or anything capable of being represented, and that it is
therefore incorrect to assume that individuals or things which are incapable of action which
requires consideration of responsibility are not persons’. But of course Skinner is right,
because Hobbes is absolutely not addressing the general question of the moral responsibility
(or ‘attributive action’) of natural persons, but rather the specific capacities of legal persons,
who may be persons or things. So when Hobbes specifies in the Latin Leviathan, as Runciman
(‘Reply to Skinner’, 270) notes, that ‘[t]here are few things that are incapable of being persons’
(Hobbes, OP 3.124), he certainly does not mean, as Runciman seems to believe, that Hobbes is
thinking in terms of the potentiality and actuality dichotomy – ‘what Hobbes does not say is
that such capacity is always realized, and thus it follows that where unrealized, the thing in
question is not a person’. This is a complete non-sequitur, because if Runciman were right
and the capacity of legal persons was realized, as ‘guardians’, for instance, who could success-
fully represent things like hospitals or bridges, or children, fools or madmen, where there were
either no ‘natural persons’ as authors, or no competent ‘natural persons’ as authors of their
action, their action as representatives would nevertheless stand, even on Runciman’s reckon-
ing. So the Aristotelian potentiality-actuality dichotomy has no force here, and was in fact not
what Hobbes had in mind.

Runciman goes on to note that ‘Skinner is also unhappy with the identification of represen-
tatives with artificial persons, and suggests instead that the term “artificial” is better attached to
the individual or thing being represented’; an approach ‘which is hard to square with the orig-
inal definition in chapter XVI, as Skinner concedes’ (‘Reply to Skinner’, 270). It is certainly true
that Skinner is trying to grapple with the apparent anomaly in Hobbes, that legal persons for
him can be both the representative (‘persona repraesentativa’) and the represented (‘persona
repraesentata’). But as I shall try to show by analysing the difficult Chapter XVI of Leviathan:
‘Of Persons, Authors, and things Personated’, Skinner faithfully represents an antinomy in
Hobbes on this matter.

Runciman continues to make his case on the assumption that Hobbes’s is building a theory
of moral responsibility or ‘attributive action’, which I claim is simply a misinterpretation. He
believes that Hobbes introduces the notion of ‘artificial person’ ‘to establish a framework which
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allows for representation by other than natural persons, because he wishes to allow for the
possibility of the state being represented by an assembly’:

In this context Hobbes describes assemblies as both ‘artificiall, and fictitious’ (Leviathan,
p. 157, my italics), because the fiction is required here that assemblies are responsible for
their actions over and above the actions of the natural persons that make them up. (‘Reply
to Skinner’, 270n.)

Runciman glosses this further (‘Reply to Skinner’, 271):

By referring to all representatives as artificial, Hobbes is able to emphasise that all that is
required of them is real decisions, not real responsibility, and a decision undertaken by
majority voting is as real as any other, even if the assembly itself is not a really responsible
person.

Institutionally, Runciman’s gloss makes very little sense. It would mean that parliamentary
assemblies, which Hobbes insists can be legally responsible due to the principle of majority
rule, are, as Runciman claims, not really responsible (‘Reply to Skinner’, 271), just because
they are not ‘natural’ persons. So the very distinction, ‘natural’ and ‘artificial’ persons
Hobbes is making is out the window. After some linguistic analysis of the differences
between ‘feigned’, ‘artificial’ and ‘fictitious’, Runciman concludes (‘Reply to Skinner’, 271):

The actions of Hobbes’s representatives are feigned… : they are ‘forged’ actions – actions
performed under another’s name – but they are not unreal, since they really take place.
‘Feigned’ is thus synonymous with ‘artificial’, meaning contrived rather than non-existent.
This can be contrasted with the non-existence of the owning-up undertaken by those indi-
viduals or things represented by fiction. Because such entities as bridges and madmen are
incapable of responsible action, the taking of responsibility for the actions of their represen-
tatives will be not merely a contrivance but a fiction. The actions performed by artificial
persons are real – in the sense that they raise real questions of responsibility – but not to
be taken at face value; persons by fiction perform no real actions in this sense at all.

Runciman adds the note (‘Reply to Skinner’, 271n):

In this respect, children and madmen are no different from bridges, whose inability to
perform actions which raise considerations of responsibility follows from the fact that they
cannot speak or act per se.

Once again Runciman fails to understand that for Hobbes the issue is not a general theory of
action and the capacities of moral persons, but the specific issue of guardianship; and, in the
case of churches, hospitals and bridges, of trusteeship. Guardianship is an issue that comes up
frequently in Hobbes’s earlier political works, The Elements, and De cive [On the Citizen] with
specific reference to the succession of minors to a monarchy, the model for the treatment of
children, madmen and fools.22 Trusteeship was again the question that arose in the case of
churches, schools, hospitals and bridges, as considerable litigation since the late Middle
Ages tells us. So, for instance, we have the ‘The Bridgebuilding Brotherhoods’ who, from med-
ieval times, in some cases constructed, and in all cases saw to the maintenance of, the three
great bridges of the Rhone Valley, as well as provision of alms, and hospital services for tra-
vellers.23 These corporate or ‘artificial’ representatives for bridges were very far from being
‘fictional’. A subject to which we will return.
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2. Hobbes, lawyers and corporations in the seventeenth century

Hobbes gives us clues that his uses of the terms ‘artificial’ and ‘fictive’ are not promiscuous. It
was a mark of the ascendency of Common Law in the seventeenth century to claim for it the
embodiment of ‘artificial reason’. Asserted already by Sir John Fortescue (c. 1394–c. 1480),
Chief Justice of the King’s Bench, in De Laudibus Legum Angliae (1543), the claim to ‘artificial
reason’ was famously stated by Sir Edward Coke in the Case of Prohibitions (1607), in a way
that clearly differentiates it from the old view of the common law as the embodiment of
common wisdom:

causes which concern the life, or inheritance, or goods, or fortunes of [the king’s] subjects, are
not to be decided by natural reason, but by the artificial reason and judgement of the law,
which law is an act which requires long study and experience, before that a man can
attain to the cognizance of it.24

Here artificial had a special sense, as the product of an artifex or artificer, that is to say, the
common law as a craft or the monopoly of professional lawyers belonging to a guild. Coke,
Hobbes’s nemesis because of his later defection to the Parliamentary cause – and considered
by some to be the Lawyer of Hobbes’s Dialogue between a Philosopher and a Student of the
Common Laws of England – had staked out extreme ground. Borrowing Cicero’s phrase, he
referred to common law as ‘the perfection of reason “(ratio perfecta)… to be understood as
an artificial perfection of Reason gotten by long studie and experience… for, Nemo nascitur
artifex [no one is born a craftsman]”’.25

A landmark case adjudicated by Coke in Hobbes’s day, the ‘Case of Sutton’s Hospital (1612),
had established beyond doubt that representatives acting for charitable trusts formed for the
maintenance of churches, schools and hospitals, were real actors and that courts could
enforce their decisions in the law. Thomas Sutton, a coal mine owner and moneylender
from the North of England, had incorporated a school for poor students and an associated hos-
pital for the needy, located at the London Charterhouse, and bequeathed considerable funds to
maintain it. At his death his heirs contested the bequest on the grounds that the charity was
improperly constituted and therefore ‘lacked a legal personality to be the subject of a transfer of
property’. It was on the issue of ‘legal personality’ that Coke decided the case, in a judgment on
what it means to be a ‘Corporation in abstracto’, and the consequences for its representation in
the law:

And it is great reason that an Hospital in expectancy or intendment, or nomination, shall be
sufficient to support the name of an Incorporation, when the Corporation itself is onely in
abstracto, and resteth onely in intendment and consideration of the Law; for a Corporation
aggregate of many is invisible, immortal, & resteth only in intendment and consideration of
the Law; and therefore [in 39 H. 6. 13b. 14 a. Dean and Chapter] cannot have predecessor nor
successor [21 E. 4. 27. & 30 E. 3. 15. 6.] They may not commit treason, nor be outlawed, nor
excommunicate, for they have no souls, neither can they appear in person, but by Attorney.
[33 H. 8. Br. Fealty.] A Corporation aggregate of many cannot do fealty, for an invisible body
cannot be in person, nor can swear, [Plow. Com. 213, and The Lord Berkley’s Case 245], it is
not subject to imbecilities, or death of the natural, body, and divers other cases.26

Coke’s judgment would seem to make a nod to Pope Innocent IV and his doctrine that the
fictitious nature of religious orders, as corporations, prevented the excommunication of
their members, born and unborn. It is noteworthy that in the preamble to his judgment,
Coke lists as precedents for Sutton’s creation of his charitable trust: the Master of the
Knights of the Temple of Jerusalem in England; the prior of the Hospital of St. John of Jeru-
salem in England; brethren of St. Mary of Mount Carmel in England; and the foundation by
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‘Catharine the first wife of King Henry the eighth’, of Mount Calvary without Aldgate, in
London (Coke, Reports, 371). This suggests to me that historians who make the case that chari-
table trusts came to England with returning Crusaders, and conform to the model of the
Islamic waqf that they encountered in Jerusalem, may well be right, since all of these foun-
dations were, so to speak, reconstituted corporations whose mother house was in the Holy
Land.27

When Hobbes speaks of ‘a Church, an Hospital, a Bridge’ as examples of things being rep-
resented by Fiction, this category that Runciman (‘Reply to Skinner’, 270) finds so difficult to
understand in the abstract, it seems clear to me that he is speaking about social phenomena
with which he was familiar, corporations taking the form of ‘charitable trusts’, and their
legal representation by ‘fictitious persons’. Specifically to include hospitals, would suggest
Hobbes was also aware of the landmark case, ‘Sutton’s Hospital’, adjudged by none other
than Coke, Lord Chief Justice – as he undoubtedly would be, given its importance in the
Reports, and in terms of the legal status of corporations. When he speaks of the case of
bridges, as Quentin Skinner later suggests, Hobbes was possibly aware of ‘The Bridgebuilding
Brotherhoods’, responsible in some cases for the construction of, but certainly for the main-
tenance of, the three great bridges dating from the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in the
Rhonev alley, those at Avignon, Lyons, and Pont-Saint-Esprit. In an excellent article, ‘The
Bridgebuilding Brotherhoods’, Marjorie Nice Boyer describes the brotherhoods associated
with each of these bridges, which function as guardians or trustees, in terms reminiscent of
the charitable trust, although she does not use this term. The brotherhoods, initially compris-
ing local laypeople, but taken over by the Church in cases where they prospered, constituted a
type of locally authorized corporation, charged with maintaining the bridge from the proceeds
of tolls collected, as well as dispensing hospitality, with the foundation of associated hospitals,
and sometimes also alms distributions, to those who crossed them. These brotherhoods were,
to my mind, reminiscent of the Islamic Caravanserai, organized in the form of the Waqf, an
Islamic form of charitable trust that began to appear in the West after Crusader encounters
with Islamic institutions, which it is argued, directly influenced the foundation of colleges
and hospitals in the West. There was a precedent in France in the case of the returning Cru-
sader, Jocius de Londoniis (John of London), credited with the foundation of the first law-inn
(Caravanserai), in Paris for 18 poor students in 1180, hence its name the Collège des Dix-
Huit.28

What is of particular interest in the Sutton’s Hospital case is that Coke’s judgment turned
precisely on the nature of an ‘artificial’ person, a judgment upheld in subsequent legal cases
from Blackstone in the eighteenth century, to Lord Wrenbury in the twentieth, and always
on the same grounds, that ‘[t]he artificial legal person called the corporation, has no physical
existence’; it exists only in the law. So in 1682 in Proceedings between the King and the City of
London, it was argued by counsel for the corporation of London that a corporation ‘is but a
name, an ens rationis, a thing that cannot be seen, and is no substance.’29 It followed that it
could not ‘either do or suffer a personal wrong, so that it could not commit or suffer a
battery; nor could it have a traitorous or a felonious mind, so that it could not commit
treason or felony’.30 In the eighteenth century, Blackstone simply summarized the list of the
disabilities of a corporation, ‘as deduced from the nature of its corporate personality to be
found in the older authorities’, citing the usual suspects, including Coke’s Case of Sutton’s Hos-
pital.31 And in 1915 in the case Continental Tyre and Rubber Co. v. Daimler, Lord Wrenbury
expressed an extreme version of the same view – with which many victims of exploitative
extractive corporations, like those in the rubber industry, or in the arms industries, like
Daimler, would probably vehemently disagree!
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The artificial legal person called the corporation… has no physical existence. It exists only in
contemplation of law. It has neither body, parts, nor passions. It cannot wear weapons nor
serve in the wars. It can be neither loyal nor dis-loyal. It cannot compass treason. It can
be neither friend nor enemy.32

It is noteworthy that Hobbes organised hisDialogue between a Philosopher and a Student of the
Common Laws of England around Coke’s authoritative 4-volume Institutes of the Lawes of
England, written between 1628 and 1644 and still recognised as a foundational document of
the English common law. In the same way, the first volume of Coke’s Institutes, known as
Coke on Littleton (1628), ‘took the form of a massive gloss on Littleton, in the continental
manner, emphasizing the almost oracular authority of the original text’, as the legal historian
J. H. Baker, author of the DNB online entry on Coke, notes.33 Baker hypothesizes, quite plau-
sibly, that it was because Coke was ‘outraged by the ill-judged censures of the French civil
lawyer François Hotman’ [that he] lauded Littleton’s text as “the most perfect and absolute
work that ever was written in any human science”’.34 An opinion on which Hobbes could
probably agree. It was a claim to infallibility, however, as Baker notes, that Littleton himself
a rather modest judge, did not make, rather confessing in the epilogue that ‘his object was
to communicate an elementary understanding of legal reasoning, and warning that some of
what he wrote might not be law’.

Littleton’s Tenures (1481), designed for law students at the Inns of Court and one of the
earliest English printed books, was in fact the first systematic treatment of English law as prac-
tised in the regular courts of justice which, since the Conquest, ‘had been at work administer-
ing a law which had grown out of an admixture of Teutonic custom and of Norman feudalism’,
but in fact constituted a unique brand of English feudalism.35 It is noteworthy that although
written in the legal dialect Law French, ‘[u]nlike the preceding writers on English law, Glan-
ville, Bracton and the authors of the treatises known by the names of Britton and Fleta, Little-
ton borrows nothing from the sources of Roman law or the commentators’, dealing exclusively
with English law. Under Henry II the courts were already organized and had introduced the
practice of keeping regular records of the proceedings, with the result that ‘by the time of Lit-
tleton (Henry VI and Edward IV), an immense mass of material had been acquired and pre-
served in the rolls of the various courts’, while ‘reports of important cases were published in
“year books”’.36 But although ‘[t]he centralizing influence of the royal courts and of the justices
of assize, working steadily through three centuries, had made the rules governing the law of
property uniform throughout the land’, the sheer volume and unwieldiness of the material
was also impressive. Littré37 takes the case of Nicholas Statham (fl. 1467) whose Abridgment
of the law is ‘the earliest digest of decided cases, published nearly at the same time as Littleton’s
Tenures, [and] sufficient to show the enormous bulk which reported cases had already attained
as materials for the knowledge of English law’.38 It is worth noting that for pedagogical, as well
as philosophical reasons then, as Coke summed up the work of Littleton, ‘the law was more
praiseworthy, according to the concluding Latin motto, when it could be proved by reason:
‘Lex plus laudatur quando ratione probatur’.39

The state of common law as practiced in the courts, and as brought under the ‘centralizing
influence of the royal courts and of the justices of assize’, is important to know as providing the
context for Hobbes theory of the state, because, as I have already argued,40 the common law/
civil law issue is far more central to his project than generally acknowledged. It is not too much
to claim that Hobbes saw himself in the footsteps of an impressive line of legal reformers, to
which his titles cue us. So, his first political treatise, the Elements of Law Natural and Politic,
commissioned by Cavendish, Earl of Newcastle, to whom it is dedicated, echoes the title of Sir
Francis Bacon’s Elements of the Common Lawes of England, composed in the mid-1590s and
first printed in 1630. Bacon’s maxims are really meta-legal, ‘generalisations about the law –
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“laws of laws” – ’ designed for law reform;41 and commentators are divided about whether this
was a project that appealed to Hobbes or not.42 It is, nevertheless, no accident that Bacon, Lord
Chancellor (1618–1621), who had also studied civil law, and for whom Hobbes briefly served
as an amanuensis and possibly translator, should have been among the first to protest the ana-
chronisms of common law. Hobbes’s biographer, John Aubrey, claimed, moreover, to have
given Hobbes a copy of Bacon’s De legibus (as it was known) as a prompt to elicit from
him the treatise now known as the Dialogue, although referred to by Hobbes as his De
Legibus.43

The title of the Dialogue (which may not have been chosen by Hobbes in the first instance)
echoes in turn the work of the great Tudor common lawyer, Christopher St German, A Dia-
logue betwixt a Doctor of Divinity and a Student of the Common Laws of England (first Latin
edition 1528), with which Hobbes was clearly familiar, and from whom in his Dialogue he
quotes. St German set the agenda by declaring that the term common law had three
different uses, each of which Hobbes addresses: (1) to distinguish ‘the lawe of this realme of
Englande dysceyeured [dissevered?] from all other lawes’, i.e. to distinguish indigenous law
from Roman law; (2) to refer to ‘the kynges courtes of his benche or of the common place’,
i.e. to distinguish the work of the two great royal courts, the King’s Bench and Court of
Common Pleas, from that of other jurisdictions; and (3) to demarcate ‘such thynges as were
law before any statute made in that point that is in questyon’, i.e. to distinguish unwritten
law from statutory law.44

Hobbes’s Dialogue, while in the genre of Sir Francis Bacon’s Elements and Christopher St
German, Dialogue, also addresses remarks to all four parts of Coke’s Institutes, paying particu-
lar attention, as we have noted, to the claims of the first part, Coke on Littleton, and so addres-
sing Littleton through Coke. Hobbes reproduces Coke’s argument that ‘common law is “an
artificial perfection of reason”’; and ‘that Equity is a certain perfect Reason that interpreteth
and amendeth the Law written’:

This [reason] is to be understood of an artificial perfection of Reason gotten by long Study,
Observation and Experience, and not of every Mans natural Reason; for Nemo nascitur
Artifex. This Legal Reason is summa Ratio; and therefore if all the Reason that is dispersed
into so many several heads were united into one, yet could he not make such a Law as the Law
of England, is because by many successions of Ages it hath been fined and refined by an
infinite number of Grave and Learned Men.45

Here Hobbes pushed Coke even further than he wanted to go, claiming on his behalf not just
legal reason, but law-making powers, for common lawyers. But in a sense he was not wrong,
for, by throwing in Equity, as the ‘perfect [i.e. artificial] reason applied to statutory interpret-
ation’ (i.e. ‘that interpreteth and amendeth the Law written’46), Coke was doing just that. To
which Hobbes responded: first, ‘It is not Wisdom, but Authority that makes a law’; and second,
‘the laws of England have been made by the Kings of England, consulting with the Nobility and
Commons in Parliament, of which not one of twenty was a Learned Lawyer’.47

Over and over again we hear from the advocates of common law the phrase ‘artificial
reason’, meaning that it is the monopoly of professional lawyers, or those belonging to the
guild system of the Inns of Court. And it was precisely to this claim that Hobbes most strenu-
ously objected. Hobbes himself would have heard ‘artificial reason’ as the mantra of common
lawyers not only from Coke, but also from his imitators, among them none more prominent
than Virginia Company Treasurer, Edwin Sandys, whom he had the opportunity to hear in
some 37 meetings of the Company’s courts that he attended. Noel Malcolm, in his essay on
‘Hobbes, Sandys and the Virginia Company’, comments perspicuously that Sandys’s view of
Common law, as ‘an historically-formed index of [ethical] judgement, which was itself deriva-
ble directly from “reason”, or intuitions of Natural Law… is the view taken by the “Lawyer” in
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his defence of Coke in Hobbes’ Dialogue of the Common Laws of England, and… the main
focus of Hobbes’ attack’.48

It is my irreverent suggestion that ‘artificial reason’ as the mantra of common lawyers finds
its echo in Hobbes’s innumerable references, partly satirical I believe, in the Introduction to
Leviathan to the state as an ‘artificial animal’, civitas as an ‘artificial man’, sovereignty as an
‘artificial soul’, and ‘equity and laws an artificial reason and will’ (Lev. Intro, §1, ix/3). And
that when Hobbes speaks about ‘artificial Persons’, he is taking a further poke at the
lawyers – for, ‘artificial persons’ as ‘persons in the law’, are also the creation of professional
lawyers! Nevertheless, ‘artificial’ is the term Hobbes does in fact use, because he had even
stronger reasons for objecting to ‘fictive persons’, as smacking of the persona ficta of scholasti-
cism – a term he never uses, modelled as it was on the corpus mysticum of the Church and
honed by a succession of clever lawyer-popes, notably Innocent IV, to protect the rights of
the religious orders, as well as universities and colleges, and their future unborn members
from excommunication. Innocent IV, good lawyer that he was, at the Council of Lyon of
1245 forbad the excommunication of universitates or collegia on the grounds that corpor-
ations, as collective persons, ‘were “Names of Law” only and not of persons, and that
names cannot be subject to excommunication’.49 Thus interpreted, persona ficta was a fine
instrument to evade prosecution; while it was up to Maitland, who seems to capitalize on
the same idea, to note that persona ficta is a blunt instrument to prosecute in the courts, pre-
cisely because of the difficulty in deciding who is being represented:

What is the relation of the ecclesia particularis (church of Ely or of Trumpington) to the uni-
versal church? Are we to think of a persona ficta, or of a patron saint, or of the Bride of Christ,
or of that vast corporation aggregate the congregatio omnium fidelium, or of Christ’s vicar at
Rome, or of Christ’s poor throughout the world; or shall we say that walls are capable of
retaining possession? Mystical theories break down: persons who can never be in the
wrong are useless in a court of law.50

Maitland, despite a broad knowledge of Roman Law and understanding the influence of von
Gierke – the ‘Germanist’ who to some extent influenced him in embracing the Continental
tradition himself – nevertheless treats the history of the ‘Law of Persons’ in England as
mainly a Tudor-Stuart innovation. Once again, Coke is the culprit, whom Maitland claims
developed a ‘dogmatic classification of persons’ from texts by Sir Richard Broke and
Thomas de Littleton which ‘seem[ed] to imply [214] that a parson is a body politic’.51

Broke ‘by applying the term “corporation” to a parson… suggested that a very large
number of corporations sole existed in England’, Maitland claims, ‘and so prepared the way
for Coke’s dogmatic classification of persons’, taking occasion of a passage in Littleton ‘to
explain that every corporation is either “sole or aggregate of many,” and by so doing drew
for future times one of the main outlines of our Law of Persons’:52

In England we are within a measurable distance of the statement that the only persons known
to our law are men and certain organized groups of men which are known as corporations
aggregate. Could we make that statement, then we might discuss the question whether the
organized group of men has not a will of its own – a real, not a fictitious, will of its own
which is really distinct from the several wills of its members. As it is, however, the corpor-
ation sole stops, or seems to stop, the way. It prejudices us in favour of the Fiction
Theory. We suppose that we personify offices.

There is a strong element of satire in Maitland’s account, due no doubt to his scepticism about
the ‘corporation sole’ So while he is irreverent about Coke, he is hardly more respectful of
Blackstone (‘The Corporation Sole’, 212):
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Blackstone, having told us that ‘the honour of inventing’ corporations ‘entirely belongs to the
Romans’, complacently adds that ‘our laws have considerably refined and improved upon the
invention, according to the usual genius of the English nation: particularly with regard to sole
corporations, consisting of one person only, of which the Roman lawyers had no notion’. If
this be so, we might like to pay honour where honour is due, and to name the name of the
man who was the first and true inventor of the corporation sole.

This was in fact the very ‘Sir Richard Broke [who] died in 1558, and left behind him a Grand
Abridgement, which was published in 1568’. Maitland, acknowledging the paucity of his
sources, nevertheless insists on the attribution:

Now I dare not say that he was the father of ‘the corporation sole’: indeed I do not know
that he ever used precisely that phrase; but more than once he called a parson a “corpor-
ation”, and, after some little search, I am inclined to believe that this was an unusual
statement.53

So, if Maitland is correct on the origins of the ‘corporation sole’, and his insistence that in
England the issue of ‘persons’ first arose in the form of ‘parsons’ and their trusteeship of
their parishes and property, the development of the concept was a curious one:

[Lord Chief Justice, Sir Edward] Coke knew two corporations sole that were not ecclesiastical,
and I cannot find that he knew more. They were a strange pair: the king and the chamberlain
of the city of London.

In his later essay on ‘The Crown as Corporation’ (244–5), Maitland sums up the argument of
‘The Corporation Sole’, once again cheekily giving a precedent: ‘following in the steps of Sir
William Markby, I ventured to say [245] that this corporation sole has shown itself to be
no “juristic person,” but is either a natural man or a juristic abortion’. Nor was he less scathing
on the subject of the Tudor doctrine of ‘the king’s two bodies’, as we have already noted,
deeming it a ‘marvellous a display of metaphysical – or we might say metaphysiological –
nonsense’.

If Maitland, a nineteenth century professor of jurisprudence, was so damning about Tudor
corporation theory, Hobbes, who was an avowed materialist, rejecting the very forms of incor-
poreal or fictitious entities from which he believed the edifice of the Church had been con-
structed, had even more reason to be. Is it possible then that Hobbes’s ‘artificial person’, the
locum tenens or guardian for children, madmen and fools, churches, hospitals and bridges,
but also the sovereign representative of the state ‘as the seat of power’, is, like Maitland’s
after him, tongue in cheek? In fact, we do have a case where Hobbes seems to be making a
rather clever joke of the distinction between natural and artificial persons. Laurens van Apel-
doorn, in a recent excellent paper, looking again at Hobbes’s distinction between the ‘natural’
and ‘artificial’ persons of the sovereign, argues that Hobbes’s purpose was to forestall parlia-
mentary efforts to drive a wedge between ‘the king’s personal and political capacities’, or
between the person of the sovereign and his office, so as to be able to prosecute the incumbent
without destroying the office of the Crown.54 In Behemoth (1668, publ. 1681), his history of the
civil war, as van Apeldoorn notes, Hobbes, reviewing Parliament’s response to Charles, had
made it clear that he was aware of this strategy:

the leuying of forces against the personall Commands of the King (though accompanied with
his presence) is not leuying Warre against the King; but the levying of Warre against his Poli-
tick person, viz. his Laws etc. though not accompanied with his person, is levying Warre
against the King.55
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It follows, van Apeldoorn notes, citing Behemoth (2009 edn), 244: ‘Treason cannot be com-
mitted against his person, otherwise then as he is intrusted with the Kingdome, and discharges
that trust’. As van Apeldoorn further notes, Hobbes’s form of words is a more or less verbatim
summary of Edward Hyde’s His Majesties Answer to a Printed Book, written for the king, ‘with
that difference that Hyde followed the Parliament in referring to the king’s “Law and Auth-
ority” while Hobbes speaks of the king’s “Politick person”’.56

Hobbes scornfully denies that one could distinguish in this manner between the king’s
‘person Naturall and Politick’, or that the king could be ‘vertually’ in the two Houses of Par-
liament. These arguments, Hobbes asserts, were ‘but an Vniversity quibble, such as boys
make vse of, in maintaining (in the Schooles) such tenents as they cannot otherwise
defend’.57

I note, although van Apeldoorn does not, that in referring to the arguments as ‘but an Vniver-
sity quibble’, Hobbes is punning on the concept of persona ficta, the very basis of medieval
corporation theory endorsed by Tudor Reformation apologists as ‘the King’s Two Bodies’,58

and turned on its head by the monarchomachs who referred to ‘the people’ as the ‘great Uni-
versitas’! Hobbes provides the scholastic context when he adds, ‘such as boys make vse of in
maintaining (in the Schooles) such tenents as they cannot otherwise defend’! As we shall
see, Hobbes avoids talking about fictions, and when he does, the sense is derogatory.
However, as I hope I have shown, ‘artificial’ is a term he plays with, mainly in a legal
context, and there is every reason to retain it for what he also refers to as ‘Politick person’,
in the sense of the king’s ‘Politick person’, and the ‘Artificial Person’ of the state, as ‘(in the
abstract) ‘the seat of power’.

The attempt to divide a wedge between the ‘person Naturall’ of the king and his ‘Politick’
person came up in a famous legal case of which Hobbes was undoubtedly aware, given that
his mentor, Sir Francis Bacon, in his capacity as Solicitor General authored a set of speeches
on the case, held in manuscript in the Hardwick Hall Library; while Sir Edward Coke gave his
own account of the case in the seventh part of his Reports, also held in the Hardwick Hall
Library.59 Known as Calvin’s Case or the Case of the Postnati, the grounds for this case
arose due to James VI accession to the English throne, and specifically concerned the
rights in England of Scots born after his accession. The case turned on the doctrine of the
‘King’s Two Bodies’, honed by Tudor lawyers to permit the English sovereign supremacy
over church as well as state. James I of England and James VI of Scotland, being a
‘natural’ person, had also a corporate ‘politick’ person ‘framed by the policy of man’, accord-
ing to the law of the land (Coke, ‘Calvin’s Case’, 189). Those wishing to deprive Scots born
after the accession of James I of English citizenship appealed to a civil law principle which
appeared, once again, to drive a wedge between the king’s natural and artificial persons:
‘quando duo jura concurrunt in una persona, aequum est ac si essent in diversis’ – ‘when
two rights or offices are united in one person they are held as if by two distinct persons’
(van Apeldoorn, ‘Person and Office’, 5–6). Bacon, who admitted the rule cum duo Iura to
be a principle ‘not of Civill Law onely, but of common reason’, nevertheless denied that it
applied in this case (Bacon, Three Speeches, 24). Both Coke and Bacon, in fact, argued on
the grounds of ius naturale (Hobbes’s ‘state of nature’), that because allegiance to the sover-
eign is the presupposition of positive law, or ius gentium, that therefore ‘the Rule cum duo
Iura’, being subsequent, could not apply (Bacon, Three Speeches, 25). For, following the six-
teenth century common lawyer Edmund Plowden who ‘documented a reciprocal communi-
cation of qualities between the king’s natural and political capacities’ (Apeldoorn, ‘Person
and Office of the Sovereign’, 6), Bacon argued that ‘subjection to the King’s person, and
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to the Crown, are inseparable, though distinct’ (Bacon, Three Speeches, 44). Coke showed
even greater prescience in seeing:

the ‘damnable and damned opinion’ that allegiance was due ‘more by reason of the King’s
Crown (that is, of his politic capacity) than by reason of the person of the King’, warranting
treasonous rebellion against the king’s person in name of the office he occupies.60

Not surprisingly, as Apeldoorn notes, ‘Coke and Bacon’s treatment of the status of postnati’
under James I, was transferred to the defence of Charles I. So, Salmasius His Buckler, or, a
Royal Apology for King Charles the Martyr, a pseudonymous Restoration tract, praised
Calvin’s Case as the ‘weightiest case that ever was argued in any Court’, for indisputably
demonstrating that obedience had been due ‘to the natural body… of King Charles’ during
the civil war.61

3. Skinner on Hobbes’s persona repraesentativa and persona
repraesentata

With this background in mind, we are now in a position to reassess Quentin Skinner’s reading
of Hobbes on the ‘artificial person of the state’. Skinner opens his Hollis Memorial Lecture by
rephrasing the antinomy between persona repraesentativa and persona repraesentata thus:
‘The agent to whom the action is attributed must be represented by another agent who can
validly claim to be “personating” the first by way of acting on their behalf’ (Skinner, 3–4).
This paraphrase has a whiff of play-acting, and for very good reason, as we shall see. Yet
Skinner claims, most dramatically:

The inspiration for this approach – along with so much else in the conceptual apparatus of
Leviathan – appears to be drawn from the Digest of Roman Law. Book XIV of the Digest
opens by considering the implications of the fact that owners of various kinds of property
– specifically owners of ships and shops – can appoint other persons to serve as their captains
or managers. The law describes a number of circumstances in which you may be liable for the
consequences of whatever actions are performed on your behalf when you agree praeponere –
that is, to appoint someone as your agent. Although you will not have performed the actions
yourself, you will be legally obliged praestare – that is, to stand by the actions and accept
responsibility for them as your own.

Skinner’s interpretation of Leviathan Chapter XVI: ‘Of Persons, Authors, and things Perso-
nated’, is a gloss heavily reliant, as his footnotes suggest, on the Mommsen and Krueger
1985 edition of Justinian’s Digest. There is a certain logic to the way Hobbes presents his
case, in his concern for a system of offices with implications for ‘owners of various kinds of
property’ – ‘specifically owners of ships and shops – [who] can appoint other persons to
serve as their captains or managers’ (Skinner 3-4). But what strikes one most about the
opening of this extraordinary chapter, is not the debt to Roman Law, but rather the debt to
the rhetorical tradition of Cicero. So Hobbes is perhaps providing an alternative to the
Digest, although often using its language, with his clever throw-back to Cicero, a Roman
republican and not an emperor! (Justinian’s Institutiones were held in the Hardwick Hall
Library at shelfmark 855.) It is precisely Hobbes’s deflationary strategy, I want to argue, to
make his case for representation, not in terms of Roman or Canon Law, which had been mobi-
lized to produce medieval notions of corporation as ‘persona ficta’, but rather in Ciceronian
author/actor terms which can bypass them. Not only does this give rise to ambiguity about
who is the representative and who is the represented, but these anomalies may also be inten-
tional, I want to argue. Hobbes’s opener to Chapter XVI is a string of hypotheses, Aristotle
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style, although as we will note, these hypotheses already have built-in ambiguities about who is
personating what:

[1] A Person, is he, whose words or actions are considered, either as his own, or as representing
the words or actions of an other man, or of any other thing to whom they are attributed,
whether Truly or by Fiction.

So in [1] the ‘Person’ may be representing his own ‘words or actions’, or those of ‘an other
man’, or even ‘any other thing to whom they are attributed’. But, and this is the rub, ‘whether
Truly or by Fiction’, could mean either that ‘the Person’ represents or misrepresents, or that
what is ‘personated’ represents or misrepresents. This ambiguity appears to be resolved in
the second hypothesis:

[2] When they are considered as his owne, then is he called a Naturall Person: And when they
are considered as representing the words and actions of an other, then is he a Feigned or
Artificiall person.

Here in [2] the representative is a ‘Naturall Person’ when the words or actions attributed to
him are his own, and ‘a Feigned or Artificiall person, when they are considered as representing
the words and actions of an other’, which seems to settle it.

[3] The word Person is latine: insteed whereof the Greeks have πρόσωπον which signifies the
Face, as Persona in latine signifies the disguise, or outward appearance of a man, counter-
feited on the Stage; and somtimes more particularly that part of it, which disguiseth the
face, as a Mask or Visard: And from the Stage, hath been translated to any Representer
of speech and action, as well in Tribunalls, as Theaters.

In [3] ‘Person signifies the Face, as Persona in latine signifies the disguise, or outward
appearance of a man, counterfeited on the Stage’. With the term ‘counterfeited on the
Stage’, the ambiguity between representing and misrepresenting is once again foreshadowed.
A suspicion reinforced when Hobbes specifies ‘Persona’ more closely, as that part of the ‘dis-
guise, or outward appearance’, which ‘sometimes’ and indeed ‘more particularly, disguiseth the
face’, as in the case of ‘a Mask or Visard’. Here the ambiguity between representing and mis-
representing is left unresolved, which may be tolerated on the stage, where a certain amount of
ambiguity may heighten the suspense, but is hardly tolerable in the ‘Tribunalls’, to which
Hobbes declares the word ‘Persona’, has been ‘translated’ to mean ‘Representer of speech
and action’. In the courts ambiguity concerning whether or not the representative is represent-
ing or misrepresenting would be justiciable. But Hobbes follows up with an addendum which
makes it crystal clear that, despite the legal ramifications, his model for representation is also
the stage and his authority is Cicero. And here he turns from the ‘representing/misrepresent-
ing’ antinomy to another set of terms, author/actor:

So that a Person, is the same that an Actor is, both on the Stage and in common Conversation;
and to Personate, is to Act, or Represent himselfe, or an other; and he that acteth another, is
said to beare his Person, or act in his name; (in which sence Cicero useth it where he saies,
Unus sustineo tres Personas; Mei, Adversarii, & Judicis, I beare three Persons; my own, my
Adversaries, and the Judges;) and is called in diverse occasions, diversly; as a Representer,
[81] or Representative, a Lieutenant, a Vicar, an Attorney, a Deputy, a Procurator, an
Actor, and the like.
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Once again the play-acting metaphor seems like a double-edged sword, reinforced by the
sequence of ‘if’ clauses. (a) If a ‘Person, is the same that an Actor is, both on the Stage and
in common Conversation’; and (b) if ‘to Personate, is to Act, or Represent himselfe, or an
other’. and (c) if ‘he that acteth another, is said to beare his Person, or act in his name’;
then it follows that actors can bear multiple persons, in the courts as on the stage, ‘(in
which sence Cicero useth it where he saies, Unus sustineo tres Personas; Mei, Adversarii, &
Judicis, I beare three Persons; my own, my Adversaries, and the Judges)’. And from this
mode of representation Hobbes derives the powers of lesser magistrates, where the Actor ‘is
called in diverse occasions, diversly; as a Representer, or Representative, a Lieutenant, a
Vicar, an Attorney, a Deputy, a Procurator, an Actor, and the like’. The idea that the Actor
can be either ‘a Representer, or Representative’, depending on the setting, reintroduces the
ambiguity of hypotheses [1] and [3], where it is unclear whether the ‘Representer of speech
and action’, is truly representing, and therefore a Representative, or representing ‘by fiction’,
that is to say, misrepresenting. Hypothesis [4] appears to clear up the ambiguity, by turning
from the ‘representing/misrepresenting’ antinomy to the author/actor antinomy:

[4] Of Persons Artificiall, some have their words and actions Owned by those whom they rep-
resent. And then the Person is the Actor; and he that owneth his words and actions, is the
AUTHOR: In which case the Actor, acteth by Authority… .

In [4] ‘Persons Artificiall’ – and according to hypothesis [2] ‘a Feigned or Artificiall person,
means someone ‘considered as representing the words and actions of an other’ – ‘some’ of
those Persons (but note not all) ‘have their words and actions Owned by those whom they rep-
resent’. And in that case ‘the Person is the Actor; and he that owneth his words and actions, is
the AUTHOR’. To which Hobbes adds the otherwise unexplained addendum, ‘In which case
the Actor, acteth by Authority’, as if to cut a swathe through the arguments concerning auth-
ority, by simply treating it as behaviour that is ‘authored’.

Indeed the kind of deflationary strategy Hobbes employs for ‘authority’, appears to be the
strategy he has engaged for most of the hypotheses of Leviathan Chapter XVI, ‘Of Persons,
Authors, and things Personated’, we have cited. Hobbes’s language seems to suggest the
persona ficta, or fictitious person of Roman and Canon Law corporation theory, just as he
uses notions of authorization and representation beloved of medieval glossators and postglossa-
tors. But his derivation of further representatives, like Lieutenant, Vicar, Attorney, Deputy, Pro-
curator, Actor, and so on from Cicero’s model in De Oratore II, 102 (Lev., xvi, §3), of a natural
person’s ability to bear in the court room the three persons of Defendant, Adversary and Judge, is
a forensic application of the idiom of the stage which emphasizes agency. It encapsulates the
mutual dependency of representer and represented, both summoned up by a natural person,
already to be found in the Roman Law of corporations, by virtue of the concept of legal personae.
As Luka Ribarevic, who wrote his doctoral thesis on this topic, published in Croatian, has com-
mented to me, it was the genius of Hobbes’s theory of representation, based on the Ciceronian
notion of legal agency, in which the author/actor relation is explicit, to see ‘representation as pro-
ductive of that which is represented, thus opening the way for the modern theory of represen-
tation as generative of its object’ (Ribarevic, email communication 8 October 2019). It is notable
that all the subsequent hypotheses in Chapter XVI are made in the author/actor idiom on which
the crucial acts of covenanting or contracting depend; and that to each is attached an addendum
regarding the legal ramifications. So for hypothesis [4], ‘Of Persons Artificiall, some have their
words and actions Owned by those whom they represent. And then the Person is the Actor; and
he that owneth his words and actions, is the AUTHOR’ (Lev., xvi, §4), Hobbes goes on to derive
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from the author/actor relation of Persons Artificiall, the rights of Possession and Dominion in
the Addendum [4]:

[4] For that which in speaking of [124] goods and possessions, is called an Owner, and in latine
Dominus, in Greeke κύριος; speaking of Actions, is called Author. And as the Right of pos-
session, is called Dominion; so the Right of doing any Action, is called AUTHORITY. So
that by Authority, is alwayes understood a Right of doing any act: and done by Authority,
done by Commission, or Licence from him whose right it is.

Hobbes sweeps past vast terrains of possession and dominium in Roman Law, which remain
unmentioned, turning in hypothesis [5] to covenanting, which he also subsumes under the
author/actor rubric:

[5] Covenants by Authority, bind the Author. From hence it followeth, that when the Actor
maketh a Covenant by Authority, he bindeth thereby the Author, no lesse than if he
had made it himselfe; and no lesse subjecteth him to all the consequences of the same.

The legal addendum to hypothesis [5] in this case bundles up the entire ramifications of
Leviathan, Chapter XIV.: ‘Of the first and second Naturall Lawes, and of Contracts’:

[5] And therfore all that hath been said formerly, [Chap. 14.] of the nature of Covenants
between man and man in their naturall capacity, is true also when they are made by
their Actors, Representers, or Procurators, that have authority from them, so far-forth
as is in their Commission, but no farther.

Hypotheses [6 ], [7], and [8] unfold, one by one, each case a further elaboration of the
author/actor model:

[6 ] And therefore he that maketh a Covenant with the Actor, or Representer, not knowing the
Authority he hath, doth it at his own perill. no man is obliged by a Covenant, whereof he is
not Author… .

[7] When the Actor doth any thing against the Law of Nature by command of the Author, if he
be obliged by former Covenant to obey him, not he, but the Author breaketh the Law of
Nature

[8]… . therefore, as when the [125] Authority is evident, the Covenant obligeth the Author,
not the Actor; so when the Authority is feigned, it obligeth the Actor onely; there being
no Author but himselfe.

Hobbes appears to shift gears with hypothesis [9], where he addresses ‘Things personated,
Inanimate’, giving as examples ‘a Church, an Hospital, a Bridge’, inanimate things represented
by Fiction which ‘may be personated by a Rector, Master, or Overseer’. But in fact they are
accommodated to the author/actor model also:

[9] There are few things, that are uncapable of being represented by Fiction. Inanimate things,
as a Church, an Hospital, a Bridge, may be personated by a Rector, Master, or Overseer.
But things Inanimate, cannot be Authors, nor therefore give Authority to their Actors: Yet
the Actors may have Authority to procure their maintenance, given them by those that are
Owners, or [82] Governours of those things.
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The legal ramifications are particularly relevant in this case: [9] ‘And therefore, such things
cannot be Personated, before there be some state of Civill Government’; a condition which
holds equally in the case of ‘children, fools, and madmen that have no use of reason’, the
subject of hypothesis [10]:

[10] Likewise Children, Fooles, and Mad-men that have no use of Reason, may be Personated
by Guardians, or Curators; but can be no Authors (during that time) of any action done by
them, longer then (when they shall recover the use of Reason)…

Hypothesis [11] concerns religious personation, the first in the case of Idols, which as a
‘meer Figment of the brain’, cannot be authors, but can still be ‘Personated’. And the
second in the case of the ‘Gods of the Heathen’. In fact Hobbes draws a parallel between ‘Inan-
imate things represented by Fiction, as a Church, an Hospital, a Bridge’, which ‘may be per-
sonated by a Rector, Master, or Overseer’, and Idols or ‘the Gods of the Heathen’, who may
be personated by state appointed officers – once again a personation dependent upon the
prior ‘introduction of Civill Government’:

[11] An Idol, or meer Figment of the brain, may be Personated as were the Gods of the
Heathen; which by such Officers as the State appointed, were Personated, and held Posses-
sions, and other Goods, and Rights, which men from time to time dedicated, and conse-
crated unto them.

The legal addendum in this case is of great importance:

[11] The Authority proceeded from the State: and therefore before introduction of Civill Gov-
ernment, the Gods of the Heathen could not be Personated.

Hypothesis [12], that ‘The true God may be Personated’, comes as something of a shock
after the Idols which are a ‘meer Figment of the brain’ and ‘the Gods of the Heathen’. But
here Hobbes is able to marry to his theory the doctrinal orthodoxy of the Nicene Creed,
whereby the second and third Persons of God – the Son and Holy Ghost, respectively – are
declared to ‘proceed’ from the Father:

[12] The true God may be Personated. As he was; first by Moses; who governed the Israelites,
(that were not his, but Gods people,) not in his own name, with Hoc dicit Moses; but in
Gods Name, with Hoc dicit Dominus. Secondly, by the Son of man, his own Son, our
Blessed Saviour Jesus Christ, that came to reduce the Jewes, and induce all Nations into
the Kingdome of his Father; not as of himselfe, but as sent from his Father. And
thirdly, by the Holy Ghost, or Comforter, speaking, and working [126] in the Apostles:
which Holy Ghost, was a Comforter that came not of himselfe; but was sent, and pro-
ceeded from them both.

Hypotheses [13] through [18], conclude the chapter by drawing the further ramifications of
Hobbes’s Ciceronian author/actor model, by showing how [13] ‘a Multitude of men can
become one Person’. This is of course the test case for Hobbes’s theory, and he declares it a
success:

[13] A Multitude of men, are made One Person, when they are by one man, or one Person,
Represented; so that it be done with the consent of every one of that Multitude in
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particular. For it is the Unity of the Representer, not the Unity of the Represented, that
maketh the Person One. And it is the Representer that beareth the Person, and but one
Person: And Unity, cannot otherwise be understood in Multitude.

The whole point of this chapter is to find a model to convert the multitude into a collectivity
without resorting to fictitious entities like the ‘universitates’ which grew out of the ‘corpus mys-
ticum’ tradition, crafted by medieval Roman and Canon lawyers. Hobbes is categorical that his
formula for authorization conforms to all the requirements of the author/actor model, and that
in this union, by virtue of conferring on their ‘common Representer’, ‘Authority without stint’,
it achieves the required result: that ‘Every one is Author’:

[14] And because the Multitude naturally is not One, butMany; they cannot be understood for
one; but many Authors, of every thing their Representative saith, or doth in their name;
Every man giving their common Representer, Authority from himselfe in particular; and
owning all the actions the Representer doth, in case they give him Authority without stint:
Otherwise, when they limit him in what, and how farre he shall represent them, none of
them owneth more, than they gave him commission to Act.

Hypotheses [15] through [18] concern what we might think of as parliamentary procedure,
and the rules of representation, so that [15], ‘if the Representative consist of many men, the
voyce of the greater number, must be considered as the voyce of them all’; but [16] the difficul-
ties for assemblies when opinion among Representatives is evenly divided; and [17] the case of
assemblies ‘whereof every one has by a Negative Voice, authority to take away the effect of all
the Affirmative Voices of the rest’, as in the case of war. Hobbes concludes the chapter with
hypothesis [18] which brings closure to the Ciceronian model by summarizing the further
officers who may own the actions of others:

[18] Of Authors there be two sorts. The first simply so called; which I have before defined to be
him, that owneth the Action of another simply. The second is he, that owneth an Action,
or Covenant of another conditionally; that is to say, he undertaketh to do it, if the other
doth it not, at, or before a certain time. And these Authors conditionall, are generally
called Suretyes, in Latine Fidejussores, and Sponsores; and particularly for Debt, Prædes;
and for Appearance before a Judge, or Magistrate, Vades

Equivocation in Hobbes over whether the ‘artificial person’ is the representative or the rep-
resented arises, I suspect, because of Hobbes’s adoption of the Ciceronian theatre trope, as a
deflationary strategy, which does not correspond to the fictive person model of the Roman
Lawyers. Skinner is right that Hobbes’s strategy for personation and representation is to use
Cicero’s model of the theatre. And, I would add, deliberately to trump the entire metaphysics
of fictive persons, beginning with the doctrine of essences and transubstantiation, and ending
with the Ecclesiastical corpus mysticum. Skinner’s three chapters explore two very different
fields open to Hobbes: Roman and Canon law, on the one hand, and Cicero and Humanism
on the other; which in turn open up several possibilities. Hobbes might seem to have tried to
have a foot in both camps, but the shoes he tries do not make a pair. Hence, one could argue, he
cannot make up his mind whether the representer or the represented constitutes the ‘fictive
person’. But such an anomaly sends up a flag in a writer as careful as Hobbes. Even a
cursory knowledge of Innocent IV’s papal bull and its ramifications would forbid this
equivocation.
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It is my thesis that Hobbes probably knew little Roman or Canon law in any detail in the
1640s. Howmuch he knew of the relevant texts is, in fact, hard to assess. Certainly, he was well-
enough acquainted with the concepts that were in common currency. The Hardwick Library
booklist which he helped assemble is light on law, but heavy on the classics, rhetoric, geogra-
phy, and the civic humanism of the Renaissance. Bartolus, Baldus, Bracton, Fortescue, John of
Salisbury, and Marsilius of Padua are not to be found. Legal texts are confined to law diction-
aries, the Corpus Juris Civilis, Justinian’s Institutes, Plowden’s Reports, Coke’s Reports, and
Bacon’s Speeches, Littleton’s Tenures and a complete run of the statutes at large and Penal Sta-
tutes under James I. In other words, the Hardwick Library held the basic Roman Law texts
dating from the twelfth century rediscovery of Justinian, but none of glosses on them
dating from the foundation of the universities of Bologna, Padua and Paris that followed,
not the work of the glossators and postglossators in Italy, or the legal humanists in France.
It did however hold a fairly comprehensive collection of the English Common Law judgments
and statutes; and in Plowden’s Reports, Littleton’s Tenures, Coke’s Reports, it held the most
important statements of the fictive persons doctrine in the long run from Bartolus and
Baldus in the twelfth century to Hobbes’s day, precisely because the Tudor monarchy had
found it expedient to claim ecclesiastical powers, after the break with Rome, in the old
language of corpus mysticum and the corporation sole, comprised of king-in-parliament or
king-in-church.

The paucity of Roman or civil law in the Hardwick Library is notable, and may explain why
when, in Hobbes’s three major political texts, the Elements (1640),De cive (1642) and Leviathan
(1652), the Roman Law terms Lex regia, quod placuit princeps, and persona ficta, absolutely criti-
cal to the discussion of sovereignty among the medieval glossators and postglossators come up,
Hobbes discusses them in the terminology of the monarchomachs and their opponents, Bodin
andGrotius. So, for instance, on themuch debated issue among the glossators whether the trans-
fer of power from the people to the prince designated by the Lex regia was revocable or irrevoc-
able, the positions of Azo and Lothair as recorded by Ulpian were rehearsed, first by the
monarchomachs and then by the parliamentarians. In a fine piece of textual analysis, Skinner
in chapter 1 of From Humanism to Hobbes, ‘Classical Rhetoric and Personation of the State’,
shows how the Huguenots took over Azo’s position, in the influentialVindiciae contra tyrannos
(1579), arguing that ‘legitima potestas is naturally and originally possessed by the populus uni-
versus’.62 The Vindiciae in turn attracted the rebuttal of William Barclay (1546–1608) ‘who
coined the term “monarchomachs” or “king-wounders” in his De regno et regali potestate of
1600, of which Books III and IV directly target the Vindiciae’.63 Skinner notes that Barclay, in
arguing that ‘“once a king has been accepted and inaugurated, no element of right is left to
the people”… . rests his case almost entirely on the Lex regia as formulated by Ulpian’,
whomBarclay refers to as the ‘“most estimable ofmen”’.64When it comes to the parliamentarian
rehearsal of monarchomach arguments, Henry Parker, in his Observations (1642),65 cites Azo
and the formulation of the Vindiciae; to be rebutted in turn by John Bramhall who, in his
Serpent Salve (1643), argues that the Lex regia ‘granted not “a conditional donation from the
People” but absolute sovereignty in the form of “a trust irrecoverable”, thus recycling yet
again the substance of Lothair’s case against Azo’.66 It is all the more remarkable in the light
of Skinner’s breakthrough thesis, that the parliamentarian debate in which the monarchomach
case is re-rehearsed, is subsequent to De cive, and to some extent driven by it. So it was also
Hobbes’s evolving theory of state, and the concepts of personation and representation he uses
to build, eventually, ‘the artificial person of the state’, to which the parliamentarians were
responding.67
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4. Hobbes, the system of offices and English law

From a Roman Law perspective, as Skinner and Runciman have established in their debate,
there seem to be startling inconsistencies in the way that Hobbes uses the terms representative
and represented, fictive and natural persons, mistakes that anyone with passing knowledge of
Pope Innocent IV’s ruling on persona ficta, as characterizing the person represented, and not
the representative, would never have made. In fact, we know from his Historia Ecclesiastica
that Hobbes was well acquainted with the relevant Church Councils and indeed the Hardwick
library included a good deal of material on the papacy. And even if, as is my belief, most of
Hobbes’s reading in law and Church History probably took place post-Restoration, the
period in which he was under indictment for blasphemy and had access to London libraries
in which to do the necessary research,68 ignorance is not the reason for apparent inconsisten-
cies in Hobbes’s theory of representation. The antinomy in Hobbes between persona reprae-
sentativa and persona repraesentata is not some sort of mistake, and it is not irresolvable.
Indeed, Sean Fleming, in his excellent essay ‘The Two Faces of Personhood’ (2017) has
pointed us in the direction of solving it. Fleming is a commentator who does not see
Hobbes engaged in the enterprise of determining the nature of persons and their capacities
for ‘attributive acts’ as a general problem of moral philosophy. Rather he sees Hobbes as
defending a system of offices, which incorporates sovereignty, where the representative of
the state (persona repraesentativa) is in turn further represented (persona repraesentata) by
her ministers, which is why Hobbes is able to speak of the sovereign equally as a representative
(of the state), and the represented (as represented in turn by her ministers). Moreover, Fleming
provides us with a decision tree that shows how this functions (‘Two Faces of Personhood’, 13),
demonstrating that ‘[a] complete understanding of Hobbes’ theory of the state requires both
senses of personhood, as well as the distinction between natural and artificial persons and
between true and fictional representation’ (‘Two Faces of Personhood’, 10).

To argue his thesis, Fleming goes through the relevant chapters of Leviathan systematically,
to address Hobbes’s theory as he lays it out, beginning with (1), ‘how the multitude becomes a
person’, which already ‘involves several types of persons’: ‘For it is theUnity of the Representer,
not the Unity of the Represented, that maketh the Person One. And it is the Representer that
beareth the Person, and but one Person: And Unity, cannot otherwise be understood in Mul-
titude’.69 Fleming shows how this principle reprises the passage in De cive in which Hobbes
establishes that a crowd as such has no legal capacity:

a crowd cannot make a promise or an agreement, acquire or transfer a right, do, have,
possess, and so on, except separately or as individuals, so that there are as many promises,
agreements, rights, and actions, as there are men.70

Fleming goes on to show how in establishing (2) ‘The person that the members of the mul-
titude authorize is a representative artificial person’, involves further distinctions between
natural and artificial persons: If this person is an individual (i.e. a monarch), then he or she
is a true representative. If this person is made up of several natural persons (i.e. an assembly),
then it is a fictitious representative’. And why? The reason has to do with differences between
the capacities of ‘natural’ as opposed to ‘artificial’ persons with respect to establishing a
common will:

An assembly is, as Hobbes says, ‘artificiall, and fictitious’: the artifice of majority rule sustains
the fiction that the assembly has a single will. The fictitious character of an assembly explains
why it cannot commit a crime or an injustice: ‘a body politic [in this context, meaning
“assembly”], as it is a fictitious body, so are the faculties of will thereof fictitious also’.71

And here Fleming (‘Two Faces of Personhood’, 11) makes the important observation:
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The common claim that Hobbes made ‘no formal distinction between a democratic sovereign
and a monarchical one’ is not entirely true. A monarch is a true representative, or one whose
‘civil will’ is simultaneously a ‘natural will’; a democratic or aristocratic sovereign is a ficti-
tious representative, or one whose ‘civil will’ depends on the fiction that it speaks with a
single voice’.72 Hobbes’ worry about sovereign assemblies is that this fiction is fragile: ‘a
Monarch cannot disagree with himselfe, out of envy, or interest; but an Assembly may;
and that to such a height, as may produce a Civill Warre’.73

So far so good, we have already seen the importance of the distinction between natural and
artificial persons and between true and fictional representation: ‘The act of authorizing a
single representative person transforms the multitude of natural persons into a represented
person by fiction’ (Fleming, ‘Two Faces of Personhood’, 12). But ‘[w]hereas an assembly is
“Many men made One [person] by Plurality of Voyces”, a state is many men made one
person when they are “by one man, or one Person, Represented”’.74 In the creation of a
state the roles of representative (persona repraesentativa) and represented (persona repraesen-
tata) are mutually necessary; and, in terms of the system of offices by means of which the state
functions, they continue to be mutually necessary.

While the sovereign represents the state, she (or it) is also represented by her (or its) public
ministers. Ambassadors and messengers ‘represent the Person of their own Soveraign, to for-
raign States’, and ‘in their Seats of Justice [judges] represent the person of the Soveraign; and
their Sentence, is his Sentence’.75

Hobbes expands the decision tree thus:

The sovereign is therefore both a representative artificial person and a represented artificial
person. Public ministers represent the sovereign truly, since they are authorized by the sover-
eign in whose name they act: ‘Publique Ministers... serve the Person Representative, and can
doe nothing against his Command, nor without his Authority’.76

Fleming analyses his decision tree in terms of the multiple persons representative (persona
repraesentativa) and represented (persona repraesentata) that are mutually necessary:

In sum, Hobbes’ formula for making a person out of a multitude involves five types of
persons. When the multitude of (1) natural persons authorize a representative artificial
person, whether (2) an individual (who is a true representative) or (3) an assembly (which
is a fictitious representative), they are transformed into (4) a represented artificial person
(by fiction). The representative artificial person is simultaneously (5) a represented person
(truly) when she (or it) authorizes public ministers to act on her (or its) behalf.

Fleming’s ability to navigate the maze of persons articulated in Hobbes’s theory of the state is
due to his insight that what it describes is not just an analytical structure, but a system of offices
that had real observable life, and that Hobbes observed it. It is in this sense that I claim that
Hobbes’s concept of the ‘artificial person of the state’ was an exercise in social ontology. This
means that in order to be able to understand how his theory of the artificial person of the state
works, we have to be able to credit Hobbes with a good working knowledge of the law. We need
to know, for instance, the role that ‘legal persons’ played in cases of guardianship, given the
role that ‘guardianship’ played in theories of sovereignty; as well as the way that the ‘two
faces of personhood’, as Fleming puts it, or the roles of representative (persona repraesenta-
tiva) and represented (persona repraesentata), functioned to determine the relation between
the natural person of the sovereign (whether monarch or assembly) and the artificial person
of the state.

Hobbes is still taken by some to be an armchair philosopher, or at least a theorist with a
desultory interest in politics. But if I can contribute at all to this debate, it is to show that
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Hobbes’s struggle to find a formula for the legal person of the state betrays an acute under-
standing of politics, as I have elsewhere argued.77 It is inconceivable that without an intense
knowledge of, and interest in, politics, Hobbes could have performed the roles that he did,
as, for instance: (a) translator of the Italian correspondence of the Intelligencer, Fulgenzio
Micanzio, associate of Paolo Sarpi, on Venetian politics and the politics associated with the
Council of Trent; (b) pen-for-hire when it came to intervening in the politics of the Hapsburg
empire on behalf of Frederick of the Palatinate; and (c) member of the Virginia Company, that
school for politicians, where Hobbes rubbed shoulders with the most powerful statesmen of his
day, nominated by his patron, William Cavendish, someone with connections across the pol-
itical spectrum, in order to stack the court. Among the most obvious pieces of evidence for
Hobbes’s political activism are therefore his political translations, undoubtedly commissioned,
of which we now know of three: his Thucydides, the letters from Fulgenzio Micanzio to
William Cavendish, and the Altera secretissima instructio, all belonging to the arcana
imperii genre of reason of state concerned with state secrets, for which, it appears from the
letter from Robert Mason to Hobbes of December 10, 1622, he had acquired quite a reputation.
Referring to previous correspondence with Hobbes, Mason writes:

there are many things, as your letter discreetly intimates, whereof it becomes us to be ignor-
ant, so I would be loath to be thought so great a stranger to ye commonwealth I liue in as not
to know what ye greater sort of men do, that wish a prosperous successe to ye designes both
of their Prince & Countrey… .78

The letter includes the confidence to Hobbes: ‘I pray hereafter be as free with me as you see I
am with you, for you may with the same security impart your news to me, as, I hope, I have
now writt my mind to you… ’79 Could this not be interpreted as implying that Hobbes showed
a ‘keen interest in affairs of state’ reciprocally? Malcolm points out that Mason’s letter had
begun by encouraging Hobbes to carry on ‘communicating with your friend such occurrences
of these active times, as your vacant hours from your most serious affairs shall permit you’,
while noting that ‘exactly what these “most serious affairs” were has not been determined’;
but he concludes that at the very least Mason regarded Hobbes ‘as a well-placed source of pol-
itical gossip’;80 possibly a masterful piece of understatement, in the circumstances!

Here I am expanding the ambit of my claim for Hobbes’s political activism to include
knowledge of the law and familiarity with the language of the law, including Roman Law,
reinforced also, no doubt, by his long association with the remarkably learned leading
lawyers of his day. Some of these, like John Selden and Sir Edward Coke, were learned to
the point of antiquarianism – scholars of antiquarianism have noted the role of genealogists,
in societies obsessed with lineage; bibliophiles, in societies obsessed with texts; chorographers
and collectors of coins and curiosities among scientific historians keen to chronicle the
national past; folding antiquarianism into the large mantle of Renaissance humanism; but
none to my knowledge has noted the role of legal antiquarians as providing the codexes,
case law and precedents for the legal order and system of offices of post-Reformation
Britain. So, for instance, in 1605 Francis Bacon, a civil lawyer himself, ‘described readings
of the past based on antiquities (which he defined as “Monuments, Names, Wordes, Proverbes,
Traditions, Private Recordes, and Evidences, Fragments of stories, Passages of Bookes, that
concerne not storie, and the like”) as “unperfect Histories”’.81 Bacon was undoubtedly thinking
of Sir Edward Coke, who had contributed to his own fall from grace. But both Bacon and Coke,
the civilian and the common lawyer, made important contributions to the new constitutional
order of post-Reformation England, and Hobbes knew both of them.

Hobbes was no armchair philosopher, but a politically engaged intelligencer and counsellor
of the type familiar to us from the Italian Renaissance, belonging, one could say, to the first
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generation of English Renaissance figures, which included William Shakespeare and Ben
Jonson, most notably. What in his political works he was confronting was not merely the
problem of sovereignty, but the reconstruction of a system of offices, of which the Crown
was only one. When Hobbes was writing in the seventeenth century the English Reformation
was almost a century old – curiously, one could say that the English Renaissance post-dated,
rather than preceding the Reformation. It had generated a series of important innovations to
the jurisprudence of the Crown made by Tudor lawyers prefatory to the Act in Restraint of
Appeals of 1533, which established the constitutional order of post-Reformation England.
But the disentanglement of England from the system of offices of the Holy Roman Empire
was of course ongoing. It had dire legal consequences for ecclesiastical institutions, dealt a
lightning bolt by the abolition of the monasteries, of which the aristocracy (including the
Cavendishes), and ultimately the universities, favoured with a windfall of abbeys and
ancient piles, became the happy beneficiaries. But the Reformation had important legal con-
sequences, probably unforeseen at the time, not only for the Church, but for all forms of chari-
table trusts and corporations of all sorts, including, for instance, hospitals, which Hobbes
mentions. As a consequence, it generated a great volume of law. William Cavendish, first
earl of Newcastle, dedicatee of Hobbes’s Elements of Law, in his Advice to Charles II, situated
his remarks about the inflation of the Common Law and the accompanying number of lawyers
precisely in this context, seeing it a consequence not only of the ‘reformation, & Disolution of
the Abyes’, but a cause of ‘this late & unfortunate Rebellion’, namely the English civil war:

After the reformation, & Disolution of the Abyes, then the Lawe crepte upp, & att laste grew
to bee so numerous, And to such a vaste Body, as itt swelde to bee to bigg, for the kindome, &
hath been no smale meanes to fomente & Continue this late & unfortunate Rebellion.82

The innovations of Tudor jurisprudence, including the resurrection of the medieval doctrine of
the Kings Two Bodies, taken together with increasing syncretism as English common law
incorporated principles from civil and canon law, meant that not all of the applications of cor-
poration theory were consistent. This syncretism, I believe, in addition to the problems posed
to Hobbes’s mechanistic metaphysics and insistence on a corporeal universe of matter in
motion, made it difficult for him to accommodate legal fictions and even more difficult to
explain their metaphysical underpinnings, something he succeeds in doing only after
Leviathan has been written.

Of the commentators I have mentioned, Luka Ribarevic and Marko Simendic, who focus on
this particular aspect of Hobbes’s ’artificial person of the state’, come closest to an understand-
ing of how Hobbes was able to accommodate ‘personification’ and ‘representation’ – or what
Sean Fleming refers to as ‘the two faces of personhood’ – under one rubric. Simendic makes the
case that Hobbes is entirely consistent in the presentation of his theory. Person, in fact, Simen-
dic insists, has only two meanings in Hobbes: (1) persona, or mask, where person means ‘the
represented’, and here Hobbes mentions persona always as a mask, and always in the context of
Cicero’s examples of three persons: ‘his own’, ‘his adversary’s’, and ‘the judges’ and (2) the
‘natural person’ or representative.83 The reason why ‘person’ can apply equally to the rep-
resented, (persona repraesentata), and the representative, (persona repraesentativa), Simendic
claims, is because ‘it is common to all Hobbes’s definitions of a person that they lean on the
idea of theatrical representation’ (the Ciceronian model identified by Skinner): ‘This means
that, for Hobbes, instances of a person acting or speaking on her own behalf entail self-rep-
resentation’ (Simendic, ‘Hobbes’s Person’, 154). Noting that ‘[w]hatever a Hobbesian
human being says or does, she says so or does so either in her own name or in the name of
somebody else’, and that ‘[e]ither way, a person’s words and actions are viewed through the
lens of representation’, Simendic claims that ‘Hobbes superimposes representation on virtually
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every kind of human activity’ (Simendic, ‘Hobbes’s Person’, 154). He shows how the concept of
person as ‘intelligent substance’ of his answer to Bramhall, Liberty, Necessity and Chance (xiv,
EW v, 191), follows from ‘Hobbes’s notion of a human being entail[ing] self-representation
and “bearing” one’s own persona’.

Luka Ribarevic agrees that Hobbes’s persona is always a legal person whose creation
involves a ‘legal relation of representation binding two entities’, and ‘that this is why in the
state of nature there are no persons, either natural or artificial’ (Ribarevic email communi-
cation 8 October 2019). To understand how Hobbes embedded his theory of representation
and authorization in his materialist ontology, the Ciceronian author/actor account of legal
agency, by virtue of which the act of representation is capable of generating the represented,
is sufficient. Ribarevic argues that the reason why ‘the artificial person of the state’ is sui generis
is because it is dependent on the existence of the individual will ‘provided by a tangible source,
either by an individual or an assembly capable of reducing the plurality of its will[s] to one’.
There is therefore no archetype in the state of nature, for ‘there is no pre-existing body com-
parable to the Ecclesia Universalis founded on God’s will, eternal and immutable’ – as the mon-
archomachs might be construed as arguing, I would add! As he succinclty concludes (Ribarevic
email communication 8 October 2019): ‘the presence of the physical vehicle for the legal per-
sonality is the necessary condition for the coming into being of the artificial person’, dictated
by Hobbes’s materialist ontology. For, ‘[i]f it were but a nomen intelectuale, the state would
amount to nothing indeed’. ‘A representative occupying space in the physical world (or to
be more precise, in the courtroom) is an imperative prerequisite for the existence of any artifi-
cial person, the state included, which is represented (moreover which is itself created in the
process of representation)’. On the grounds of social ontology, then, legal processes are funda-
mental to understanding the ‘artificial person of the state’, for ‘[w]hat is fictive is not the person
itself, rather it is the quality of the legal process of ascribing ... will to an entity which wouldn’t
have any existence devoid of it’ (Ribarevic email communication 8 October 2019).

Simendic’s interpretation of ‘intelligent substance’ of Hobbes’s answer to Bramhall
(‘Hobbes’s Person’, 148) also emphasizes the way that Hobbes ties legal agency to his ontologi-
cal presuppositions: ‘[f]inally, Hobbes’s notions of will and agency are also a consequence of
his materialistic and mechanistic philosophy that provides a metaphysical argument for sub-
suming the represented under the representative’. Moreover, he sees Hobbes’s characterization
of person as ‘intelligent substance’, as programmatic, revealing the post-Aristotelian frame-
work of his political philosophy’. For, ‘the use of the word “substance” sheds some light on
his view on the relationship between an “intelligent substance” and a “persona”’. Citing
Cees Leijenhorst’s thesis on Hobbes’s ‘mechanization of Aristotelianism’, he notes that
‘these two concepts parallel the Aristotelian notions of substance and form that are mediated
through Hobbes’s accounts of will and agency’.84

Leijenhorst’s is a very important thesis, but I would put it differently. Rather than seeing
Hobbes as an heterodox Aristotelian, I believe that Hobbes’s views on persona, personation,
representation, agency and will are Averroist, and that he belongs to the wave of Averroism
that swept through the University of Paris in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries in the
wake of the Arabic translation movements, Greek into Arabic and Arabic into Latin, reaching
its peak in Bologna and Padua in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It swept up Hobbes and
members of Cavendish circle with whom he associated, from their first encounter with Paduan
Averroism on Hobbes’s European tour with his Cavendish charge in the 1630s. I believe that it
was Hobbes’s Paduan epiphany, the Averroism of Pietro d’Abano (c. 1257–1316), Poggio
Bracciolini (1380–1459), Pietro Pomponazzi (1462–1525), Agostino Nifo (c. 1473–1538 or
1545), and Iacopo Zabarella (1533–1589), and not the Euclidean epiphany reported by his
notoriously unreliable biographer, Aubrey, that energized Hobbes’s project, from first to
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last. This thesis, incidentally, is not inconsistent with the view that I have elsewhere argued,
that Hobbes’s mechanistic-materialism is typically Epicurean.85 Given that Islamic philosophy
was a continuation of Hellenistic philosophy, and in the same geographical space, it is unsur-
prising that the Falasifa of the Fatimid Caliphate (909–1171), of whom Avicenna (980–1037),
the Persian polymath, and Averroes (1126–1198), the Andalusian philosopher, were the most
outstanding examples, should have fallen heir to the Hellenistic materialism of the Stoics,
Sceptics and Epicureans. It was the Averroist interpretation of Aristotle’s physics as materialist
and mechanistic that caused the notorious Condemnations of 1210 and 1277 by Etienne
Tempier, Chancellor of the Sorbonne and later Bishop of Paris, and the elevation as orthodoxy
of the sanitized Aristotelianism of Thomas Aquinas. Arabic translations of Aristotle and Aver-
roes’ commentaries were considered suspect, and replaced by the translations of William
Moerbeke (died c.1286), the Dominican considered ‘untainted’ by the Arabs, direct from
the Greek into Latin, made possible by Crusader rule over the Byzantine Empire from AD
1260. The flight of Averroists, among them Marsilius (1280–1343), and Pietro d’Abano
(1257–1315) from the University of Paris to the University of Padua, contributed to it becom-
ing an unrivaled centre of science. Doctrines congruent between Hobbes and the Averroists
include (1) the famous double truth, that the truths of revelation and the truths of science
lie in different spheres, and that revelation and religion cannot trump science; (2) a universe
of matter in motion, and consequent materialist metaphysics and mortalism; (3) the unicity of
intellect and the role of imagination in uncovering intelligibility; and, finally, (4) personation
as the mode of presentation of the self. Thus, to understand the metaphysics of Hobbes’s
theory of personation and representation it helps to understand that:

A fundamental principle of Aristotle’s philosophy, appropriated and originally developed by
Averroes, is that intelligibles lie in matter as a condition of virtual existence. This assumption
presupposes a correspondence between reality (esse reale) and its apprehended forms (esse
intentionale) which allows the intellect to abstract the intelligibles from the representations
of the senses after they have been apprehended by the imagination.86

But to develop the thesis Hobbes Averroiste, as supplying the metaphysics that underpin
Hobbes’s theories of personation and representation, and of the ‘artificial person of the
state’, would require another essay, at least as long as this one. This is a fertile field where scho-
lars are again at work, but not yet in connection with Hobbes. It is a project for another day.

5. Hobbes’s deflationary project

It is now worth reviewing Hobbes’s sensational claim in The Elements of Law Natural and
Politic and Leviathan (27.7), to be the first to treat the body politic as a corporation, in the
sense that ‘a corporation be declared to be one person in law’:

And though in the charters of subordinate corporations, a corporation be declared to be one
person in law, yet the same hath not been taken notice of in the body of a commonwealth or
city, nor have any of those innumerable writers of politics observed any such union. (27.7)

Skinner may well be right that this can be read as the more modest claim by Hobbes to being
the first Anglophone to theorize the state in this way. Of course this would not be strictly speak-
ing true, given that Henry Parker and William Prynne, had gone a long way down the road of
adopting the Monarchomach thesis of the people as the great universitas, and therefore the
repository of sovereignty. My own view is that Hobbes is trying to put as much distance as
possible between his own particular case for the ‘artificial person of the state’, which is to
‘speak not of men, but (in the abstract) of the seat of power’, and the standard idea of the
civitas as a corporation in the sense of persona ficta, a medieval idea which had acquired a
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very Catholic metaphysics. It is highly unlikely that Hobbes would have wanted to give lever-
age to these ‘ghostly entities’, given his corporealism and materialism. It is true that the Act in
Restraint of Appeals (1533), regarded as the legal foundation of the English Reformation, had
appealed to King-in-Parliament as a corporation, and some of the language of ‘the King’s two
bodies’, and even the ‘corporation sole’, reappear in the ingenious jurisprudence of Henry
VIII’s Tudor jurists. Corporations were indeed part of the legal landscape in Hobbes’s day,
as I have tried to show, and when in the Elements he speaks of towns and cities as corporations,
hospitals and bridges, he is speaking a language that lawyers understood, and in terms of which
they litigated. I would maintain the same in the case of those chapters of Leviathan in which he
discusses in detail the state system of offices: chapter xxii, where he discusses corporations, but
under the title, ‘Of Systems Subject, Political and Private’ – the shift in terminology from ‘cor-
poration’ to ‘system’ being noteworthy; and chapter xxiii ‘Of the Public Ministers of Sovereign
Power’.87 I am now making the additional claim that it is probable Hobbes was acquainted
with several of the key legal cases, including the Lord Chief Justice, Edward Coke’s judgment
on Sutton’s Hospital as well as the much commented upon Calvin’s Case; and the judgment of
Hobbes’s ‘great acquaintance’, whom he saw at one time thrice weekly (Aubrey, Brief Lives,
1.369), Lord Vaughan, Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, in Bushell’s Case.

In fact, Hobbes’s extraordinary claim comes late in the Elements, in Chapter 27, ‘Of the
Causes of Rebellion’, and almost as an afterthought – and, interestingly, having made this
claim, Hobbes does not discuss corporations further. In chapter 19, ‘Of the Necessity and
Definition of a Body Politic’, he had already been fishing around with the notion of corpor-
ation in seeking this definition:

Elements 27.9. And as this union into a city or body politic, is instituted with common power
over all the particular persons, or members thereof, to the common good of them all; so also
may there be amongst a multitude of those members, instituted a subordinate union of
certain men, for certain common actions to be done by those men for some common
benefit of theirs, or of the whole city; as for subordinate government, for counsel, for
trade, and the like. And these subordinate bodies politic are usually called CORPORATIONS;
and their power such over the particulars of their own society, as the whole city whereof they
are members have allowed them.

There is nothing sensational about this, medieval Europe was full of corporations in this sense,
and in Hobbes’s own day Jurists such as Sir Edward Coke prosecuted cases about them, as we
have discussed. Hobbes having introduced subordinate corporations in Elements 19.9, goes on
to use them as a benchmark to compare ‘cities or bodies politic not subordinate, but indepen-
dent’, which have not just elected officers, but sovereign power:

Elements 27.10. In all cities or bodies politic not subordinate, but independent, that one man
or one council, to whom the particular members have given that common power, is called
their SOVEREIGN, and his power the sovereign power. which consisteth in the power
and the strength that every one of the members have transferred to him from themselves,
by covenant. And because it is impossible for any man really to transfer his own strength
to another, or for that other to receive it; it is to be understood: that to transfer a man’s
power and strength, is no more but to lay by or relinquish his own right of resisting him
to whom he so transferreth it. And every member of the body politic, is called a
SUBJECT, (viz.) to the sovereign.

If we look carefully at the context in which Hobbes made the claim to be the first to see the
body politic as a species of corporation, ‘in so far as it is declared to be one person in law’,
we note a number of things. Chapter 27, where the claim is made, concerns ‘The Causes of
Rebellion’ (Elements, 27.1) and these are listed as three: (1) ‘discontent’, (2) ‘pretence of
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right… to justify his resistance’, and (3) ‘hope of success’. Discontent arises from ‘bodily pain,
present or expected’ or ‘trouble of the mind’ (Elements, 27.2). Troubled minds for those ‘who
otherwise live at ease, without fear of want, or danger of violence, ariseth only from a sense of
their want of that power, and that honour and testimony thereof, which they think is due unto
them’, ‘for which they think themselves regarded but as slaves’ (Elements, 27.3). Hobbes leaps
immediately to the great theme of the Elements, which is the struggle between freedom and
perceived subjection, which because of the antinomy between freedom and government, are
goals compatible only in a democracy. And at this point of his nuanced exploration of relative
deprivation as the cause of sedition, Hobbes pays one of his few great accolades to Aristotle:

Elements 27.3. Now seeing freedom cannot stand together with subjection, liberty in a com-
monwealth is nothing but government and rule, which because it cannot be divided, men
must expect in common; and that can be no where but in the popular state, or democracy.
And Aristotle saith well (lib. 6, cap. 2 of his Politics), The ground or intention of a democracy,
is liberty; which he confirmeth in these words: For men ordinarily say this: that no man can
partake of liberty, but only in a popular commonwealth.

For those who live in a monarchy, then, the incompatibility between freedom and subjection,
their aspirations to honour, in the form of offices, which can only be satisfied in a democracy,
give rise to discontent. And this takes care of the first cause of rebellion: discontent (Elements,
27.3):

Amongst all those that pretend to, or are ambitious of such honour, a few only can be served,
unless it be in a democracy; the rest therefore must be discontent. And so much of the first
thing that disposeth to rebellion, namely, discontent, consisting in fear and ambition.

The second cause of rebellion is ‘pretence of right’ (Elements, 27.4) and Hobbes goes on to list
six different claims, graduating in severity, where ‘men have an opinion, or pretend to have an
opinion: that in certain cases they may lawfully resist him or them that have the sovereign
power, or deprive him or them of the means to execute the same’, the last being tyrannicide
(Elements 27.4). Small surprise that Hobbes blames the doctrine of non-resistance, and
especially in its most extreme form, tyrannicide, on ‘dogmatics’ and those in ‘public chairs’,
namely ecclesiastics. And here Hobbes reveals the main target for the Elements, the doctrines
of the Catholic conciliarists and the Calvinist monarchomachs:

Elements 27.5. All these opinions are maintained in the books of the dogmatics, and divers of
them taught in public chairs, and nevertheless are most incompatible with peace and govern-
ment, and contradictory to the necessary and demonstrable rules of the same. And for the
first, namely, that a man may lawfully do or omit any thing against his conscience, and
from whence arise all seditions concerning religion and ecclesiastical government, it hath
been plainly declared in the two last chapters, that such opinion is erroneous.

If the doctrine of lawful resistance to the sovereign, which had occupied ‘dogmatics’ and aca-
demics for centuries, is the first false opinion leading to rebellion, the second, ‘that the sover-
eign is in such sort obliged to his own laws’ was not less contentious. A particular
interpretation of Lex Regia, the Roman Law doctrine that the grant of power to the sovereign
is initially from the people, produced long theological and canon law disquisitions on whether
the Lex Regia is a non-transferable grant of power, or whether it is only a concession from the
people, who retain ultimate power. Its correlative ‘Legibus solutus Rex’, that the sovereign is
above the law, was disputed endlessly by those who claimed against its absolutist implications,
that he is nevertheless morally bound by it. This vast topic accounts for centuries of religious
controversy from the adoption of Justinian’s Code in the sixth century to the Reformation in
the fifteenth, including in particular the Investiture Controversy of the twelfth century, where
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the power of the Holy Roman Emperor was pitted against that of the Pope, and lost! It occupies
Hobbes at length in De cive, but in the Elements he deals with it rather swiftly:

Elements 27.6. As for the second opinion which is: that the sovereign is in such sort obliged to
his own laws, as the subject is; the contrary thereof hath been showed, Part II. chap. XX sec-
tions 7-12, by which it appeareth that the sovereign power is not to be resisted; that it carrieth
the sword both of war and justice; that it hath the right of deciding all controversies, both
judicial and deliberative; that it hath the making of all the laws civil; that it appointeth magis-
trates and public ministers, and that it implieth a universal impunity.

The third opinion, which is what has come to be known as ‘the theory of mixed government’,
was just as relevant to the immediate context for Hobbes’s Elements, as it was for De cive and
Leviathan, because it involved the claim that the division of functions between the King, Lord
and Commons to be found in the English parliamentary system constituted a division of
powers. This was indeed the battle that Bodin fought before him, and Hobbes appeals to
Bodin to refute it. As recent excellent studies have demonstrated, Richard Tuck’s Sleeping
Sovereign (2016), Daniel Lee’s Popular Sovereigty (2016) and Skinner’s From Humanism to
Hobbes (2018), Hobbes’s solution, built upon the arguments of Bodin and Grotius, called
for an analytical distinction between undivided sovereignty of the nation state, and the admin-
istrative division of function between executive, legislature and judiciary. But it did not con-
stitute a division of sovereign power as such, for, as Skinner puts it, that sovereignty resides
in the artificial person of the state, as the seat of power. Hobbes’s solution, never more power-
fully echoed than in the constitution of the United States of America, might be said to be his
single biggest accomplishment in terms of his legacy. But to do justice to that accomplishment
it is necessary, I believe, to show how Hobbes’s argument for the sovereign state as a species of
corporation, by virtue of being ‘one person in the law’, was not inflationary, but deflationary,
with respect to the long medieval tradition of corporation theory that preceded it, as it had to
be, given Hobbes’s deflationary metaphysics. And it is for this reason that I have focused on the
rather modest manner in which Hobbes introduces the apparently devastating claim and its
very specific context in the Elements, 27.7, that:

though in the charters of subordinate corporations, a corporation be declared to be one
person in law, yet the same hath not been taken notice of in the body of a commonwealth
or city, nor have any of those innumerable writers of politics observed any such union.

Elements 27.7. The third. opinion: that the sovereign power may be divided, is no less an error
than the former, as hath been proved, Part II. chap. XX, sect. 15. And if there were a com-
monwealth, wherein the rights of sovereignty were divided, we must confess with Bodin, Lib.
II. chap. I. De Republica, that they are not rightly to be called commonwealths, but the cor-
ruption of commonwealths. For if one part should have power to make the laws for all, they
would by their laws, at their pleasure, forbid others to make peace or war, to levy taxes, or to
yield fealty and homage without their leave; and they that had the right to make peace and
war, and command the militia, would forbid the making of other laws, than what themselves
liked. And though monarchies stand long, wherein the right of sovereignty hath seemed so
divided, because monarchy of itself is a durable kind of government; yet monarchs have been
thereby divers times thrust out of their possession. But the truth is, that the right of sover-
eignty is such, as he or they that have it, cannot, though they would, give away any part
thereof, and retain the rest. As for example: if we should suppose the people of Rome to
have had the absolute sovereignty of the Roman state, and to have chosen them a council
by the name of the senate, and that to this senate they had given the supreme power of
making laws, reserving nevertheless to themselves, in direct and express terms, the whole
right and title of the sovereignty (which may easily happen amongst them that see not the
inseparable connexion between the sovereign power and the power of making laws), I say,
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this grant of the people to the senate is of no effect, and the power of making laws is in the
people still. For the senate understanding it to be the will and intention of the people, to
retain the sovereignty, ought not to take that for granted, which was contradictory thereto,
and passed by error. For, Part I. chap. XIII, sect. 9, in contradictory promises, that which
is directly promised, is preferred before that which is opposite thereunto by consequence;
because the consequence of a thing is not always observed, as is the thing itself. The error
concerning mixed government hath proceeded from want of understanding of what is
meant by this word body politic, and how it signifieth not the concord, but the union of
many men.

Hobbes concludes the first part of the Elements by recapitulating in 19.11: ‘The cause in general
which moveth a man to become subject to another’, which is self-preservation; the manner in
which they bring the body politic about, which is by ‘join[ing] amongst themselves to subject
themselves to such as they shall agree upon for fear of others’; and the consequences: ‘from
whence proceedeth dominion, paternal, and despotic’. Hobbes appears to be making here a
distinction between government by acquisition and government by contract in 19.11,
because he goes on to say:

and when they subject themselves the other way, by mutual agreement amongst many, the
body politic they make, is for the most part called a commonwealth in distinction from
the former, though the name be the general name for them both and I shall speak in the
first place of commonwealths, and afterward of bodies politic, patrimonial and despotical.

In the second part of The Elements of Law Natural and Politic, Part II, De Corpore Politico,
Chapter 20, ‘Of the Requisites to the Constitution of a Commonwealth’, Hobbes begins
with a full recapitulation of the argument of the first part, which he sums up as showing,
‘how a multitude of persons natural are united by covenants into one person civil or body
politic’, i.e. a person ‘artificial’. Part II, De Corpore Politico, as he sets out programmatically,
concerns ‘the nature of a body politic, and the laws thereof, otherwise called civil laws’; not
a commonwealth by conquest, but a commonwealth by institution: ‘the erection of a body
politic, as proceedeth from the assembly and consent of a multitude’. It is his systematic treat-
ment of the generation of the body politic, constructed ultimately of ‘systems’ as well as of indi-
viduals, that warrants Hobbes’s claim to be the first to apply to ‘the body of a commonwealth
or city’ the notion of corporation, as ‘declared to be one person in law’. Not a ‘fictive person’, in
the sense of that abomination of metaphysics, medieval corporation theory, but a corporation
whose charters people were familiar with and which were commonly litigated in the courts,
like the ‘subordinate corporations’ with which he introduces his claim: ‘And though in the
charters of subordinate corporations, a corporation be declared to be one person in law, yet
the same hath not been taken notice of in the body of a commonwealth or city… ’ (Elements
27.7). This famous claim can now be reread as foreshadowing Hobbes’s deflationary ‘artificial
person’ of the state of Leviathan, the metaphysics of which were not yet fully thought through,
and awaited his later works for a full exposition.

6. Skinner and Hobbes’s ‘Artificial Person of the State’ Redux

It has been Skinner’s great contribution to demonstrate that Hobbes’s formulation in
Leviathan was precisely targeted at the great constitutional debates of the 1640s over the
Royal Prerogative and Parliamentary privilege. In the very short dedicatory letter that prefaces
Leviathan Hobbes sets out the constitutional dilemma that frames it as ‘in a way beset with
those that contend, on one side for too great liberty, and on the other side for too much auth-
ority’ and that ‘tis hard to pass between the points of both unwounded’. Hobbes claimed for
himself the modest ‘endeavour of being one to advance the civil power’, warning that this
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endeavour ‘should not be by the civil power condemned, nor private men, by reprehending it,
declare they think that power too great’ (Here the Latin Leviathan is more explicit: ‘But I see no
reason why either side would be angry with me. For I do but magnify as much as I can the civil
power, which anyone who possesses it wishes to be as great as possible’ – throwing a bone to
the civilians on the Continent, for whom the Latin Leviathan was translated, who were also in
the business of conserving sovereign power). And he concludes with the fateful lines: ‘Besides, I
speak not of men, but (in the abstract) of the seat of power’ (L. sig A2v/2). Few note the adden-
dum that follows, where Hobbes compares his role to that of the Capitoline geese which, as
told by Livy (5.47), and Plutarch in his life of Camillus, alerting the Assembly, saved Rome
from the Gauls by setting up an unholy din.88 So, Hobbes, compares himself

(… to those simple and unpartial creatures in the Roman Capitol, that with their noise
defended those within it, not because they were they, but there) offending none, I think,
but those without, or such within (if there be any such) as favour them.

Hobbes is pleading with both parties to the constitutional debate, royalists and parliamen-
tarians, to consider his own impartiality, like that of the Capitoline geese, as being merely the
right person in the right place at the right time to defend the civil power!

Hobbes may well be disingenuous but, he arrived at a formulation of the artificial person of
the state that has had momentous consequences in terms of the subsequent jurisprudence of
the crown. I say inadvertently because each time he addressed the personality of the state it was
in a very specific constitutional context that concerned the logic of covenanting and of false
claims or ‘counterfeiting’ – which can be read as referring to what he deemed to be the
false claims of the parliamentarians. He carefully does not at any point mention the crown,
and may not have had it in mind. There are several reasons for this, first that to designate
the crown as ‘the seat of power (in the abstract)’, would tilt in the direction of ‘those who
claim too much for authority’ (the Royalists). But secondly, and more importantly, it would
tie his hands, for, when he penned the Prefatory Dedicatory Letter, and presumably the Intro-
duction, England was missing a king. There are good reasons to think that Hobbes returned to
England, following the execution of Charles I in 1649, in order to reach accommodation with
the Cromwellian commonwealth that followed. The careful form of words that accompanies
the story of the Capitoline geese would reinforce this suggestion. The presentation copy of
Leviathan we know was prepared for Charles I, but it lies in the British Library, unpresented.
The printed copy was published in 1651 under Cromwellian rule, and here there is no whiff
that to speak of the ‘artificial person of the state’ which, Hobbes now insists, is to ‘speak
not of men, but (in the abstract) of the seat of power’, implies the institution of the Crown.
It is understandable that he would hope that it did not! For, Hobbes would have had no
more time for the legal fiction of the Crown than he had for the Crown as corporation, or
those efforts made by Tudor jurists to meld medieval corporation theory to the state cult, for-
malized by Coke. It is probable, then, that Maitland quite faithfully echoes Hobbes’s view in his
own deep scepticism of these notions. But in all subsequent jurisprudence, to this day, the
artificial person of the state is, in the case of the United Kingdom and the constitutional
orders of British Overseas Territories (BOTs) and Crown Dependencies (CDs) as well as of
former colonies now members of the Commonwealth, taken to be the crown. At what point
the ‘artificial person of the state’ which, according to Hobbes’s formulation, is to ‘speak not
of men, but (in the abstract) of the seat of power’, became personalized as the crown, would
require further research into English case law, which I have not done. But I suspect it was
early in the Restoration period, and may indeed have been prompted by imperial concerns.89

It is clear that Hobbes reached his formulation of the ‘artificial person’ of the state as ‘(in the
abstract) the seat of power’, that is to say a ‘Corporation in abstracto’, with difficulty; that it is
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to be found only in the Letter Dedicatory to Leviathan which, along with the Introduction,
were likely the last words of this treatise he penned; and that it is not to be found in his
earlier political works, The Elements or De cive. It is a remarkable fact that Hobbes’s formu-
lation is, by no accident, exactly the formulation to be found in Coke’s judgment in Sutton’s
Hospital Case of 1612, already noted. But it does undergo significant embellishment, often
unnoticed, in Hobbes’s later works written during his London period, when he was heavily
focused on legal matters. Variants of such a notion of the state are also to be found in the pol-
itical theory of his acknowledged sources, Bodin and Grotius. The jurisprudence of the office of
the Crown, which appears to date from Norman times, was already impressive by Hobbes’s
day,90 ranging from the medieval cleric and jurist, Henry Bracton (c. 1210–c. 1268), also
known by Norman French versions of his name, Henry de Bracton, also Henricus Bracton,
or Henry Bratton, author of De Legibus et Consuetudinibus Angliae (On the Laws and
Customs of England), to Sir John Fortescue (c. 1394–1479), Chief Justice of the King’s
Bench and author of De Laudibus Legum Angliae (Commendation of the Laws of England).
The legal fiction of the Crown, along with the fictions of ‘the king’s two bodies’ and the ‘cor-
poration sole’, had received a considerable boost with the Tudor Reformation settlement, as we
have discussed, and had generated a significant amount of published case law, such as Plow-
den’s Reports, Littleton’s Tenures, Coke’s Reports, as well as the relevant statutes. But, in
support of my view that it is not the medieval crown of which Hobbes speaks, it is noteworthy
once again that the Hardwick Hall Library, his basic research resource, is missing important
materials for the history of the Crown as a medieval institution, especially Bracton and
Fortescue.

Faced with the tortuous path by which Hobbes seems to have arrived at the formulation of
the ‘artificial person of the state’ in the Preface to Leviathan, and the anomalies it involves in
terms of the exposition he gives in the body of that work, as well as its absence from his two
previous political works, The Elements and De Cive, modern commentators have adopted
different strategies – and here I speak mainly of historians of philosophy and political theorists.
Some point to the textual ambiguities and try to resolve them by redescription – I put David
Runciman’s reply to Skinner, and the replies of Monica Brito Vieira and Robin Douglass to
Skinner and Runciman in this category. This is not because they are not excellent pieces of
textual analysis, but rather that because the ambiguities in Hobbes’s theories cannot be
explained away by linguistic analysis or by redescription, I believe they ultimately fail.

Other commentators have favoured placing Hobbes in the broad context of the history of
the development of Roman Law in the Middle Ages, following the rediscovery of Justinian’s
corpus, the history of the glossators and postglossators who allowed it to be appropriated
by the Holy Roman Empire and its member states, as well as of the canonists who appropriated
Roman Law for the Church. The unwritten assumption, which may be more or less true but
which the authors usually do not pretend to know exactly, is that Hobbes knows this history
inside and out and is setting Leviathan, which will recast theory of the state, in this grand tra-
dition. This is to treat Hobbes as metonymizing the long process by which the system of offices
was established in medieval Europe, structured in terms of the transfer of legal personality with
its twin attributes of accountability and immunity from prosecution, from individuals (natural
persons) to collectivities (fictive persons) which are accorded corporate status. This schematic
history describing the form that the construction of the system of offices and their legal persons
took under the Holy Roman Empire, is a construction post-Pufendorf, who as von Gierke’s
predecessor, is largely responsible. It attempts to describe a complicated historical process,
accomplished around AD 1300 with the help of generations of Roman and Canon lawyers,
which involved secularizing metaphysical or spiritual entities and transferring them from
the theological to the political realm as corporate entities. To see Hobbes’s political theory
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as a gloss on this history is, on the face of it, far-fetched, and involves the fallacy of retrospec-
tivity, because it requires at least in part the hindsight yielded only when the Holy Roman
Empire was dead and the modern nation state was flourishing, which was long after
Hobbes’s demise. Yet this is the tendency of more recent historiography of Hobbes’s theory
of the state, perhaps one of the last vestiges of the Whig view of history and its teleology, of
which I myself have certainly been guilty.91 To me the account of Daniel Lee (Popular Sover-
eignty), brilliant as it is for its exegesis of this complex history, smacks of this fallacy. Moreover,
there is strong evidence against it, given that the Hardwick Hall Library, Hobbes’s principal
resource for this period, while holding the Corpus Juris Civilis, Bodin, Grotius, and the Mon-
archomachs, held none of the historical material necessary for such an undertaking: no glos-
sators or postglossators, no Baldus, Bartolus, Bracton, Fortescue or even Marsilius.

A third strategy, and that to my mind is overwhelming the most defensible, has been to set
Hobbes’s theory in its immediate context: the debates in the Long Parliament over the Royal
Prerogative, and specifically, the positions adopted by parliamentarians in defending parlia-
mentary sovereignty or a ‘mixed’ constitution of King, Lords and Commons, with divided
sovereignty. The outstanding example of commentators using this strategy is of course
Quentin Skinner, who from his earliest papers has set Hobbes’s theoretical works in their
immediate historical context.92 His use, in the earlier versions of the three famous papers
which make up chapters 2, 9 and 12 of From Humanism to Hobbes, of the parliamentary
pamphlets now collected in the Thomason Collection held in the British Library, comprising
over 22,000 items, some of which must have made it to Paris where Hobbes was with the Stuart
Court in exile, is brilliant. Skinner is able to show that pamphleteers beginning as early as the
Autumn of 1642, and including legal writers such as Henry Parker (1604–1652) barrister and
political writer in the Parliamentarian cause, and William Prynne (1600–1669) lawyer, and
polemicist, as well as a large circle of divines, John Goodwin, Charles Herle, Philip Hunton
and William Bridge, had made a defense of a divided sovereignty along the lines of the mon-
archomachs of France, whom Hobbes was desperately concerned to refute. Skinner sets out to
show that the case developed by the parliamentarians – or ‘democratical gentlemen’, as Hobbes
later calls them in Behemoth, his history of the origins of the Civil War – not only post-dates
Hobbes’s De cive, but is in many respects a response to it. ‘There was no body of parliamen-
tarian theory for him to criticise when he circulated his Elements of Law in 1640, nor even
when he published his De cive at the beginning of 1642’; thus, ‘it would scarcely be an exag-
geration to say’, Skinner insists, ‘that Hobbes’s entire theory of lawful government as he articu-
lates it in Leviathan takes the form of a critical commentary on the parliamentarian
arguments’.93 Leviathan was of course written in Paris, and there must have been a steady
flow of packet ships bringing these pamphlets to the Stuart court in exile there. The materials
were not likely to have been shipped back when Hobbes and the court returned to England,
and I suspect some of them must remain in the Bibliotèque Nationale, as well as private collec-
tions, should anyone trouble to look!

What I do consider to be significantly lacking in the immediate contextualization of
Hobbes’s constitutional and legal thought, is a comparable effort to situate Hobbes’s theory
of the state in the wider legal and political debates of his day, or to take into account his mem-
bership of the Virginia Company, and his knowledge of corporations and the laws of corpor-
ations as they were prosecuted in the courts. We know that Hobbes took a serious interest in
the law, had most of the necessary contemporary resources to hand in the Hardwick Hall
Library, and that he later wrote at least two strictly legal texts, one of which Aubrey his bio-
grapher refers to as his De Legibus, which we now know as A Dialogue between a Philosopher
and a Student of the Common Laws of England (written 1666, published 1681), as well as a text
on hereditable rights.94 In fact, it is the focus of this review essay to show that Hobbes was not
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only knowledgeable in the law, but that he used the language of the law, in terms of the struc-
ture of offices, corporations, legal principles and precedents, consistent with the contemporary
language of the lawyers, judges and the courts. This I believe can be demonstrated by content
analysis of relevant texts from the period, most of which are available online – although this is
far too vast an undertaking for this essay. But I do venture to maintain here, supported by rel-
evant evidence, that Hobbes seems to be aware of significant court cases prosecuted by the
great judges of his day, such as the judgements of Lord Chief Justice Sir Edward Coke, on
Sutton’s Hospital and Calvin’s Case, and his friend John Vaughan, Attorney General and
later Chief Justice of the Common Pleas, (at that point the second most senior common
law judge in the land), whose judgment in Bushell’s Case earned him a plaque in the Old
Bailey. I have tried to show how these important cases are instances that prove my thesis.

It is my working hypothesis that Hobbes’s theory of the state can be reconstructed precisely
from materials available in his immediate environments, first at Chatsworth, then in France
during the Stuart exile, and later in London in his patron’s houses, first in Fetter Lane, and
then in Little Salisbury House – about which very little has been written. After all, each of
Hobbes’s political treatises – which there is a tendency to treat as stand-alone works – was
in fact a response to constitutional crises of his day, serving as briefs for his patrons, the bar-
onial Cavendishes, who were among the most powerful political actors in Stuart England, and
Hobbes’s life-long patrons. We have a record of the resources available to Hobbes in Derby-
shire in the holdings of the Hardwick Hall Library, for which we have booklists compiled in his
own hand, and which he tells us in his Vita, and which Aubrey corroborates from remarks
made by Hobbes to his contemporaries, was put together by his patron prompted in part
by Hobbes’s requests. About Hobbes’s Paris period we know less than we should, as I have
already noted – it must be the case that more is known about the libraries of Mersenne, the
libertins érudits, with whom Hobbes regularly associated, as well as resources to which the
Cavendishes and other exiles had access in Paris. Concerning Hobbes’s London period,
after his return from France, we could perhaps learn more about the resources to which he
would have had access through Lord Chief Justice John Vaughan.

Vaughan had been befriended by John Selden, lawyer, antiquarian and bibliophile, who
dedicated to him his Vindicae…Maris Clausi (1653), and it was Selden who is believed to
have introduced Vaughan to the circle which included Ben Jonson, Sir Kenelm Digby, and
Hobbes. Vaughan in turn acted as an executor of Selden’s estate after his death in 1654, depos-
iting his library in what became known as the ‘Selden end’ of the Bodleian Library. Aubrey
reports of Hobbes’s time in London, when he lived in his patron’s home, Little Salisbury
House, ‘Hobbes delighted to visit Vaughan, his “great acquaintance”, thrice weekly’ (Brief
Lives, 1.369). Vaughan had a considerable library, in which Hobbes possibly researched the
stream of works on heresy written between 1666 and 1670, which include: (1) his Response
to Bramhall’s ‘The Catching of Leviathan’, written in 1666–7; (2) his Historical Narration Con-
cerning Heresy of 1668; (3) De Haeresi, his Appendix to the Latin Leviathan of the same year;
(4) the Dialogue Concerning the Common Laws, written sometime after 1668 (the section on
heresy relating to the Scargill affair of 1669) and published posthumously in 1681; (5) Behe-
moth, written between 1668 and 1670; (6) the Historia Ecclesiastica, recorded as completed
only in 1671; and (7) the Chatsworth MS on Heresy of 1673.95 It is noteworthy that Lord
Vaughan’s library became the repository for the manuscripts of two of them, the Dialogue
Concerning the Common Laws, which Aubrey reports Lord Vaughan to have read and
claimed to have liked; and the Historia Ecclesiastica. The latter we know because George
Grund, copyist of the Thott MS now held in the Royal Copenhagen Library, reports to have
made his copy from the copy held in Lord Vaughan’s library and signed by Hobbes, thus
likely the presentation copy.96 Grund’s copy is dated 1685, but Vaughan died in 1674, while
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the terminus ad quem for the Historia Ecclesiastica is probably 1671, the date it was signed off
in the personal account book of James Wheldon, Hobbes’s copyist, possibly allowing Grund
time to make his copy from Lord Vaughan’s copy before Vaughan’s death.97

These works, I believe required legal and ecclesiastical resources beyond those included in the
Hardwick Library, a judgment corroborated by Aubrey, who reports of Hobbes in this period:

In 1650 or 1651 he returned into England, and lived most part in London, in Fetter Lane,
where he wrote, or finished his book De Corpore [On the Body], in Latin and then in
English; and wrote his lessons against the Savilian professors at Oxford.

He was much in London until the restoration of his majesty, having here convenience, not
only of books, but of learned conversation, as Mr John Selden, Dr William Harvey, John
Vaughan, etc. I have heard him say, that at his Lord’s house in the country there was a
good library, and that his lordship stored the library with what books he thought fit to be
bought; but he said the want of learned conversation was a very great inconvenience, and
that though he conceived he could order his thinking as well perhaps as another man, yet
he found it a great defect. (Aubrey, Brief Lives, 1, 337)

It is once again Aubrey who provides information about Hobbes’s later period in London,
around 1659, as resident of another of his patron’s houses, this time, Little Salisbury House,
with information about Hobbes’s long Latin poem, published as the Historia Ecclesiastica:

In 1659, his lord was and some years before-at Little Salisbury House (now turned to the
Middle Exchange), where he wrote, among other things, a poem in Latin hexameter and pen-
tameter, of the encroachment of the clergy (both Roman and reformed) on the civil power. I
remember I saw then over five hundred verses (for he numbered every tenth as he wrote). I
remember he did read Cluverius’s Historia universalis, and made up his poem from this.
(Aubrey, Brief Lives, 1, 337)

Aubrey was not always a reliable witness, and got it wrong when he speculated on Cluverius’ as
a major source for the Historia Ecclesiastica, as I have argued elsewhere.98 But he does alert us
to the fact that Hobbes had access to the material he needed, whether in Vaughan’s Library or
possibly even the famous library of Sir Robert Cotton, housed near the parliament, which acted
as a lending library not only for parliamentarians – and a sufficient threat on that score for
Charles I to close it down in 1629 on the grounds that it posed a threat to Royalists – but
also for Hobbes’s friend, John Selden, who is on record as being lent a significant numbers
of manuscripts by Cotton.99

I mention these details because there is clearly much empirical work still to be done. First, to
reiterate, Skinner’s breakthrough thesis in tracing the immediate context forHobbes’s treatment
in Leviathan of the person of the state as artificial (the seat of power) to the parliamentary
pamphlets produced since De cive was written, makes brilliant use of the Thomason Collection
of documents held in the British Library. Comprising some 22,000 items, it includes civil war
pamphlets, and especially those that parroted some of the most exaggerated arguments for
popular sovereignty of the radical FrenchHuguenot’s whomHobbes was desperately concerned
to refute. This material must somehow have made its way to Paris, where Hobbes was writing,
and there must still be traces of it in the Bibliothèque Nationale or the innumerable private
libraries which have survived. Far too little work has been done on Hobbes’s period in Paris,
especially the necessary empirical work, to recover Hobbes’s sources, as I am not the only one
to observe.100 Second, as I have elsewhere suggested, Hobbes is also an ideal candidate for pro-
sopography, a methodology which allows us to create from the careers of individuals nested in
important networks a profile for the group, to try to throw light on ideas and actions in individ-
ual cases for which, like that of Hobbes, we lack material evidence. The parallels between the
factions that ran the parliament of 1621, for which we have excellent records, and those
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which ran theVirginia Company, ofwhichwe also have excellentminutes, are striking.Hobbes’s
patron, Cavendish, in making Hobbes a member of the Virginia and Somers Island Companies,
of which he turned out to be one of the most diligent members, was surely stacking the court.
But to what end? Such a study would teach us more about the Virginia Company as a school
for politicians, and its possible impact on the formation of Hobbes’s ideas on government
and public administration in the critical chapters 22, 24, and 29 of Leviathan as I have elsewhere
argued.101

Myworking hypothesis ‘thatHobbes’s theory of the state can be reconstructed precisely from
materials available in his immediate environments, first at Chatsworth, then in France during
the Stuart exile, and later in London in his patron’s houses’, expands Skinner’s thesis, calling
for just such empirical analysis. If, instead of allowing Hobbes to metonymize the long
history of the birth of the modern state – of which he was such an important part – we treat
him, more plausibly, as a theorist engaged in the constitutional debates that surrounded him,
then it is incumbent on us to undertake a content analysis, not only of the parliamentary
debates, but also the case law, of his day (most of which, like the pamphlet literature, is now avail-
able online). Hobbes is uniquely important, just because he did, fortuitously perhaps, arrive at a
formulation of the ‘artificial person of the state’ or ‘the state as (in the abstract) the seat of power’,
that has endured. It is my irreverent suggestion that ‘artificial reason’, as the mantra of common
lawyers, finds its echo inHobbes’s innumerable references, partly satirical, in the Introduction to
Leviathan to the state as an ‘artificial animal’, civitas as an ‘artificial man’, sovereignty as an
‘artificial soul’, and ‘equity and laws an artificial reason and will’ (Lev. Intro, §1, ix/3); and
that when Hobbes speaks about ‘artificial Persons’, he is taking a further poke at the lawyers
– for, ‘artificial persons’ as ‘persons in the law’, are also the creation of professional lawyers!
Although ‘(in the abstract) the seat of power’, the artificial person of the state has endured in
a specific form as ‘the office of the Crown’, which is not I think due to Hobbes, but more
likely in despite of him. But because the Crown is, in some sense, the first principle of the unwrit-
ten constitution of the United Kingdom, and because of its subsequent role in the constitutions
of the former colonies, nowmembers of the Commonwealth, it is of considerable importance in
the current constitutional crisis induced by Brexit. Quite apart from its merits as a work of scho-
larship, Quentin Skinner’s book, From Human to Hobbes, which traces the genealogy of the
modern state and its indebtedness to Thomas Hobbes’s timely formulation, will continue to
be important, not only because of its meticulous excavation of early modern contexts, but
also because of its relevance to current exigencies.

Notes
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6. My own exploration of the doctrine of ‘the king’s two bodies’ suggests its origins might not be
European at all, but rather a product of Hamitic-Semitic animism, whereby multiple perso-
nae attributed first to the Egyptian Pharaoh, in the form of a Ka (soul), Ba (psyche), and
(Akh) Transfigured Body after death, gradually became democratized and were considered
attributes of all humans. My study takes its cue from a footnote in the Epilogue (497–8,
n.6), of Kantorowicz’s study where he notes the Egyptian Middle Kingdom representations
of the ‘Pharaoh and his Ka’. Not only is Kantorowicz, who cites the impeccable work of
Arthur Darby Nock, right to note that ‘the Egyptian custom sporadically observed of
entombing two statues of a dead officer: one attired with wig and loincloth, in his capacity
of a royal officer; and the other one, bald and in a long garment, as the “man” that the
dead was’; but he correctly notes also the ‘occasional double entombment of Egyptian
kings’. On the basis of the work of Professor Lanny Bell, Director of the University of Chi-
cago’s Luxor House, who also read Kantorowicz, it is now established that Luxor Temple was
devoted to the Deification of the Pharaoh, a New Kingdom phenomenon; that its walls depict
the birth of the Pharaoh and his immortal ‘other’ as a still-born twin; and that in the Graeco-
Roman period (from which the Pharaonic temples still standing now date), the Romans kept
a permanent embassy in Luxor temple, where they were able to observe the deification rights
of the Pharaoh, of which the apotheosis of the Roman Emperor was a remarkable copy; and
that in the Roman vestibule of Luxor Temple the ‘twin Augusti’, a representation of the
Roman Emperor and his Genius, is still to be found. See Springborg, Royal Persons.

7. See Pollock andMaitland, The History of English Law before the Time of Edward I, I, 525. I am
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13. For discussion of the high degree of interaction and cooperation between the Norman
Kingdom of Sicily and the Norman Kingdom of England, and the degree to which it facili-
tated the translation movement Arabic into Latin and the growth of mathematically based
sciences, see Springborg, “Raylor’s Revisionist Humanist Hobbes,” Section 2: “The twelfth-
century renaissance and the Norman kingdoms of England and Sicily,” 5–12.

14. For the voluminous literature on the Crown, which has grown exponentially since Brexit was
foreshadowed, see especially Wade, “The Crown, Ministers and Officials”; Smith, The Invis-
ible Crown; Saunders, “The Concept of the Crown”; and Jason Allen, “The Office of the
Crown”; Dyzenhaus, “How Hobbes Met”; Dyzenhaus, “Hobbes’s Constitutional Theory”;
Dyzenhaus, “Hobbes on the Authority of Law”; Fox-Decent, Sovereignty’s Promise; Twome
The Veiled Sceptre. I am most grateful to Jason for discussions on the office of the crown.

15. The great exception is of course, J.G.A. Pocock who, in The Ancient Constitution and the
Feudal Law, pioneered the study of legal discourse, noting the ‘discovery’ of English feudal-
ism by seventeenth century common lawyers, and discussing Coke’s role vis-á-vis Hobbes.
Recent essays which treat Hobbes’s theory of the state in the context of specific legal tra-
ditions, as well as case law, include Simendic, “Thomas Hobbes’s Person as Persona and
‘Intelligent Substance’”, who treats ‘Sutton’s Hospital Case’; Crosby, who in “Bushell’s
Case and the Juror’s Soul”, discusses the landmark judgment of Hobbes’s friend Judge
John Vaughan, as well as the much commented upon ‘Calvin’s Case’; Ribarević, “Leviathan
and Medieval Universitas”, who treats the role of Canon Law in seventeenth century jurispru-
dence; Apeldoorn, “On the Person and Office of the Sovereign in Hobbes”, who also discusses
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‘Calvin’s Case’; and Fleming, “The Two Faces of Personhood”; who understands Hobbes’s
‘artificial person’ in the context of the system of offices that the lawyers were addressing.

16. Lev., xvi, 3. My citations in this section and following, to Hobbes’s Leviathan are, unless
otherwise noted, to the open access online edition: Thomas Hobbes, Hobbes’s Leviathan
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